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We study heat rectification through quantum dots in the Coulomb blockade regime using a master
equation approach. We consider both cases of two-terminal and four-terminal devices. In the two-
terminal configuration, we analyze the case of a single quantum dot with either a doubly-degenerate
level or two non-degenerate levels. In the sequential tunneling regime we analyze the behaviour of
heat currents and rectification as functions of the position of the energy levels and of the temperature
bias. In particular, we derive an upper bound for rectification in the closed-circuit setup with the
doubly-degenerate level. We also prove the absence of a bound for the case of two non-degenerate
levels and identify the ideal system parameters to achieve nearly perfect rectification. The second
part of the paper deals with the effect of second-order cotunneling contributions, including both
elastic and inelastic processes. In all cases we find that there exists ranges of values of parameters
(such as the levels’ position) where rectification is enhanced by cotunneling. In particular, in the
doubly-degenerate level case we find that cotunneling corrections can enhance rectification when
they reduce the magnitude of the heat currents. For the four-terminal configuration, we analyze
the non-local situation of two Coulomb-coupled quantum dots, each connected to two terminals:
the temperature bias is applied to the two terminals connected to one quantum dot, while the heat
currents of interest are the ones flowing in the other quantum dot. Remarkably, in this situation we
find that non-local rectification can be perfect as a consequence of the fact that the heat currents
vanish for properly tuned parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rectification is the phenomenon for which the mag-
nitude of a current flowing in a system depends on the
sign of the bias applied. In other words, by reversing the
bias the current not only changes sign but also its magni-
tude. Perfect rectification is obtained when the current
can flow only in one direction. The most familiar ex-
ample of rectification is the one occurring in diodes, a
two-terminal electronic component which allows the flow
of charge current primarily in one direction, i.e. present-
ing low resistance in one direction and high resistance in
the other.

Thermal rectification, i.e. the rectification of heat cur-
rents, occurs in a two-terminal system when the absolute
value of the heat flux changes by reversing the sign of
temperature bias applied to the two leads. This phe-
nomenon has recently attracted increasing interest as a
mean to improve thermal management in nanoscale sys-
tems, for example by blocking the flow of heat in cer-
tain areas of an electronic circuit to prevent overheating.
Such interest is fueled by recent advancements in the ex-
perimental realization of nanostructured devices where
thermal fluxes can be measured [1–6]. Thermal recti-
fication was first observed experimentally a long time
ago in Ref. 7. More recently, in solid-state quantum
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<latexit sha1_base64="n9bEILfprqh8uM0N32eACimiVIQ=">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</latexit>

QD#

<latexit sha1_base64="gYMnj+ICSpFw1F2Kw9D8nC76++E=">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</latexit>

L1

<latexit sha1_base64="xpOhk31iTKyImRZraXGpT1vmXtw=">AAACBnicdVC7SgNBFJ317fqKWtoMBsEq7Cq+CjFoY2ERxaiQBJmd3E0GZ2eXmbtqWNJb2OoP2NuJrZ2fIH6Fv+AkUfB54MLhnHu5954gkcKg5706ff0Dg0PDI6Pu2PjE5FRueubIxKnmUOaxjPVJwAxIoaCMAiWcJBpYFEg4Ds52Ov7xOWgjYnWIrQRqEWsoEQrO0EoHe0unubxX2PD8jVWf/iZ+wesiv/XsbiZ3L27pNPdWrcc8jUAhl8yYiu8lWMuYRsEltN1qaiBh/Iw1oGKpYhGYWta9tE0XrFKnYaxtKaRd9etExiJjWlFgOyOGTfPT64h/eZUUw/VaJlSSIijeWxSmkmJMO2/TutDAUbYsYVwLeyvlTaYZRxuOWzVgk1MNbGZVhEu8EHW7J/NXeNR2bUKfMdD/ydFSwV8tLO/7+eI26WGEzJF5skh8skaKZJeUSJlwEpJrckNunSvn3nlwHnutfc7HzCz5BufpHQQDnOk=</latexit>

L2
<latexit sha1_base64="LxcTYY6aJLdsNm5LCmkchXpIQXw=">AAACBnicdVDLSgNBEJz1GddX1KOXwSB4CruKr4MY9OJRxaiQBJmd9CZDZmeXmV41LLl78Ko/4N2bePXmJ4hf4S84SRR8FjQUVd10dwWJFAY979UZGBwaHhnNjbnjE5NT0/mZ2WMTp5pDmccy1qcBMyCFgjIKlHCaaGBRIOEkaO12/ZNz0EbE6gjbCdQi1lAiFJyhlQ4Pl8/yBa+46fmbaz79Tfyi10Nh+9ndSu5e3P2z/Fu1HvM0AoVcMmMqvpdgLWMaBZfQcaupgYTxFmtAxVLFIjC1rHdphy5apU7DWNtSSHvq14mMRca0o8B2Rgyb5qfXFf/yKimGG7VMqCRFULy/KEwlxZh236Z1oYGjbFvCuBb2VsqbTDOONhy3asAmpxrYzKoIl3gh6nZP5q/yqOPahD5joP+T4+Wiv1ZcOfALpR3SR47MkwWyRHyyTkpkj+yTMuEkJNfkhtw6V8698+A89lsHnI+ZOfINztM7Dc+c7w==</latexit>

R2

<latexit sha1_base64="5Ky7UuZUv7jJ1F/qf9POSl0fOYE=">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</latexit>

R1

<latexit sha1_base64="nxRJKVG+wSolebdEJhuqO5bahLs=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2N7/iKWtosBkEQwo7iowzaiJWKMYEkhtnJTTJkdnaZuauGJaWtha32/oCd2PoPYukH+AtOHoVGD1w4nHMv997jR1IY9Lx3JzU2PjE5NT2Tnp2bX1jMLC1fmDDWHAo8lKEu+cyAFAoKKFBCKdLAAl9C0W8f9vziFWgjQnWOnQiqAWsq0RCcoZVKx7XkjHYvN2uZrJfz+nD/Ejok2fz67Rj9fPo4qWW+KvWQxwEo5JIZU6ZehNWEaRRcQjddiQ1EjLdZE8qWKhaAqSb9e7vuulXqbiPUthS6ffXnRMICYzqBbzsDhi0z6vXE/7xyjI39aiJUFCMoPljUiKWLodt73q0LDRxlxxLGtbC3urzFNONoI0pXDNj8VBNbSQXhBq9F3e5J6A4PummbEB3N4y+52MrR3dz2Kc3mD8gA02SVrJENQskeyZMjckIKhBNJ7skDeXTunGfnxXkdtKac4cwK+QXn7Rtdb59I</latexit>

J+
R1

<latexit sha1_base64="Qc72hKq/zuRlZi3l53aFU7lstBQ=">AAACDHicbVA9SwNBEN0zfsT4FbW0OQwBQQh3ih9l0EasopgYSM6wt5kkS/b2jt05NRwpbS1stfcP2Imt/0Es/QH+BTeJhRofDDzem2Fmnh8JrtFx3qyJ1OTU9Ex6NjM3v7C4lF1eqegwVgzKLBShqvpUg+ASyshRQDVSQANfwLnfPRz455egNA/lGfYi8ALalrzFGUUjVY8byelW/2Kzkc05BWcIe5y43yRXzN+k3I/H91Ij+1lvhiwOQCITVOua60ToJVQhZwL6mXqsIaKsS9tQM1TSALSXDO/t23mjNO1WqExJtIfqz4mEBlr3At90BhQ7+q83EP/zajG29r2EyyhGkGy0qBULG0N78Lzd5AoYip4hlClubrVZhyrK0ESUqWsw+ck2dpI6wjVe8abZk7g7LOhnTELu3zzGSWWr4O4Wtk/cXPGAjJAma2SdbBCX7JEiOSIlUiaMCHJH7smDdWs9Wc/Wy6h1wvqeWSW/YL1+AV8Tn0k=</latexit>

J+
R2

(c)

<latexit sha1_base64="Q48id1CY4j61mIrVosvf2IwExGQ=">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</latexit>

QD"
<latexit sha1_base64="n9bEILfprqh8uM0N32eACimiVIQ=">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</latexit>

QD#

<latexit sha1_base64="gYMnj+ICSpFw1F2Kw9D8nC76++E=">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</latexit>

L1

<latexit sha1_base64="xpOhk31iTKyImRZraXGpT1vmXtw=">AAACBnicdVC7SgNBFJ317fqKWtoMBsEq7Cq+CjFoY2ERxaiQBJmd3E0GZ2eXmbtqWNJb2OoP2NuJrZ2fIH6Fv+AkUfB54MLhnHu5954gkcKg5706ff0Dg0PDI6Pu2PjE5FRueubIxKnmUOaxjPVJwAxIoaCMAiWcJBpYFEg4Ds52Ov7xOWgjYnWIrQRqEWsoEQrO0EoHe0unubxX2PD8jVWf/iZ+wesiv/XsbiZ3L27pNPdWrcc8jUAhl8yYiu8lWMuYRsEltN1qaiBh/Iw1oGKpYhGYWta9tE0XrFKnYaxtKaRd9etExiJjWlFgOyOGTfPT64h/eZUUw/VaJlSSIijeWxSmkmJMO2/TutDAUbYsYVwLeyvlTaYZRxuOWzVgk1MNbGZVhEu8EHW7J/NXeNR2bUKfMdD/ydFSwV8tLO/7+eI26WGEzJF5skh8skaKZJeUSJlwEpJrckNunSvn3nlwHnutfc7HzCz5BufpHQQDnOk=</latexit>

L2
<latexit sha1_base64="LxcTYY6aJLdsNm5LCmkchXpIQXw=">AAACBnicdVDLSgNBEJz1GddX1KOXwSB4CruKr4MY9OJRxaiQBJmd9CZDZmeXmV41LLl78Ko/4N2bePXmJ4hf4S84SRR8FjQUVd10dwWJFAY979UZGBwaHhnNjbnjE5NT0/mZ2WMTp5pDmccy1qcBMyCFgjIKlHCaaGBRIOEkaO12/ZNz0EbE6gjbCdQi1lAiFJyhlQ4Pl8/yBa+46fmbaz79Tfyi10Nh+9ndSu5e3P2z/Fu1HvM0AoVcMmMqvpdgLWMaBZfQcaupgYTxFmtAxVLFIjC1rHdphy5apU7DWNtSSHvq14mMRca0o8B2Rgyb5qfXFf/yKimGG7VMqCRFULy/KEwlxZh236Z1oYGjbFvCuBb2VsqbTDOONhy3asAmpxrYzKoIl3gh6nZP5q/yqOPahD5joP+T4+Wiv1ZcOfALpR3SR47MkwWyRHyyTkpkj+yTMuEkJNfkhtw6V8698+A89lsHnI+ZOfINztM7Dc+c7w==</latexit>

R2

<latexit sha1_base64="5Ky7UuZUv7jJ1F/qf9POSl0fOYE=">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</latexit>

R1

(d)

<latexit sha1_base64="Il4k/b0yU3ZpsfhMwHpOXLJY8z8=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68DAbBU5hRXI4hQfCYoFkgCaGnU0ma9PQM3TVqGPIBHrzqV4g38Sr4E178BX/BznLQxAcFj/eqqKrnhYJrdJxPa25+YXFpObGSXF1b39hMbW2XdRApBiUWiEBVPapBcAkl5CigGiqgvieg4vXyQ79yA0rzQF5jP4SGTzuStzmjaKSri2a+mUo7GWcEe5a4E5LO7ha/+HPuo9BMfddbAYt8kMgE1brmOiE2YqqQMwGDZD3SEFLWox2oGSqpD7oRj04d2AdGadntQJmSaI/U3xMx9bXu+57p9Cl29bQ3FP/zahG2zxsxl2GEINl4UTsSNgb28G+7xRUwFH1DKFPc3GqzLlWUoUknWddgopMd7MZ1hDu85S2zJ3ZPmD9ImoTc6TxmSfko455mjotuOpsjYyTIHtknh8QlZyRLLkmBlAgjHfJAHsmTdW+9WK/W27h1zprM7JA/sN5/AOTQnW4=</latexit>

EC
<latexit sha1_base64="Il4k/b0yU3ZpsfhMwHpOXLJY8z8=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68DAbBU5hRXI4hQfCYoFkgCaGnU0ma9PQM3TVqGPIBHrzqV4g38Sr4E178BX/BznLQxAcFj/eqqKrnhYJrdJxPa25+YXFpObGSXF1b39hMbW2XdRApBiUWiEBVPapBcAkl5CigGiqgvieg4vXyQ79yA0rzQF5jP4SGTzuStzmjaKSri2a+mUo7GWcEe5a4E5LO7ha/+HPuo9BMfddbAYt8kMgE1brmOiE2YqqQMwGDZD3SEFLWox2oGSqpD7oRj04d2AdGadntQJmSaI/U3xMx9bXu+57p9Cl29bQ3FP/zahG2zxsxl2GEINl4UTsSNgb28G+7xRUwFH1DKFPc3GqzLlWUoUknWddgopMd7MZ1hDu85S2zJ3ZPmD9ImoTc6TxmSfko455mjotuOpsjYyTIHtknh8QlZyRLLkmBlAgjHfJAHsmTdW+9WK/W27h1zprM7JA/sN5/AOTQnW4=</latexit>

EC

<latexit sha1_base64="c5bScb81SFc1KfzV3vGPKNA2YxQ=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2N7/iKWtosBsHGsKP4KIM2YqViTCCJYXZykwyZnV1m7qphSWlrYau9P2Antv6DWPoB/oKTR6HRAxcO59zLvff4kRQGPe/dSY2NT0xOTc+kZ+fmFxYzS8sXJow1hwIPZahLPjMghYICCpRQijSwwJdQ9NuHPb94BdqIUJ1jJ4JqwJpKNARnaKXScS05o93LzVom6+W8Pty/hA5JNr9+O0Y/nz5OapmvSj3kcQAKuWTGlKkXYTVhGgWX0E1XYgMR423WhLKligVgqkn/3q67bpW62wi1LYVuX/05kbDAmE7g286AYcuMej3xP68cY2O/mggVxQiKDxY1Yuli6Paed+tCA0fZsYRxLeytLm8xzTjaiNIVAzY/1cRWUkG4wWtRt3sSusODbtomREfz+EsutnJ0N7d9SrP5AzLANFkla2SDULJH8uSInJAC4USSe/JAHp0759l5cV4HrSlnOLNCfsF5+wZgsZ9K</latexit>

J�
R1

<latexit sha1_base64="wc64CdbS2eAzjtv8l+tTtnDpeSs=">AAACDHicbVA9TwJBEN0TPxC/UEubi4TERnKn8aMk2hgrNIIkcJK9ZYANe3uX3TmVXChtLWy19w/YGVv/g7H0B/gXXMBCxZdM8vLeTGbm+ZHgGh3nzZpITU5Nz6RnM3PzC4tL2eWVig5jxaDMQhGqqk81CC6hjBwFVCMFNPAFnPvdw4F/fglK81CeYS8CL6BtyVucUTRS9biRnG71LzYb2ZxTcIawx4n7TXLF/E3K/Xh8LzWyn/VmyOIAJDJBta65ToReQhVyJqCfqccaIsq6tA01QyUNQHvJ8N6+nTdK026FypREe6j+nEhooHUv8E1nQLGj/3oD8T+vFmNr30u4jGIEyUaLWrGwMbQHz9tNroCh6BlCmeLmVpt1qKIMTUSZugaTn2xjJ6kjXOMVb5o9ibvDgn7GJOT+zWOcVLYK7m5h+8TNFQ/ICGmyRtbJBnHJHimSI1IiZcKIIHfknjxYt9aT9Wy9jFonrO+ZVfIL1usXYlWfSw==</latexit>

J�
R2

(e) (f)

<latexit sha1_base64="5xHjPOPUJtCawS4IMHEBhKJWT/I=">AAACDHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGRwSB4CruKj2NQDx4NGA1kg8xOOsngzOwy06uGJUevHrzqZ3gQxKv/4Dd48BecJB58FTQUVd10d0WJFBZ9/80bGR0bn5jMTeWnZ2bn5gsLi6c2Tg2HKo9lbGoRsyCFhioKlFBLDDAVSTiLLg76/tklGCtifYLdBBqKtbVoCc7QSbUsNIpWDnvnhaJf8gegf0nwRYrllafK+83q0/F54SNsxjxVoJFLZm098BNsZMyg4BJ6+TC1kDB+wdpQd1QzBbaRDe7t0XWnNGkrNq400oH6fSJjytquilynYtixv72++J9XT7G118iETlIEzYeLWqmkGNP+87QpDHCUXUcYN8LdSnmHGcbRRZQPLbj8dBs7WYhwjVei6fZkwTZXvbxLKPidx19yulkKdkpblaBY3idD5MgyWSMbJCC7pEyOyDGpEk4kuSP35MG79R69Z+9l2Drifc0skR/wXj8B+yOfqw==</latexit>

QD
<latexit sha1_base64="ftkK1AG3lBp+eZ54lkQ7fnQ9bqI=">AAACBXicdVA9SwNBEN3z2/MrammzGASrcKcYTSGKNpYqJhGSIHubSbJkb+/YnVPDkdrCVn+BtZ3YWvoTxF/hX3CTKPj5YODx3gwz84JYCoOe9+oMDY+Mjo1PTLpT0zOzc5n5hZKJEs2hyCMZ6dOAGZBCQREFSjiNNbAwkFAO2vs9v3wO2ohInWAnhlrImko0BGdopaPjs0zWyxU8v5D36W/i57w+sjvP7nZ89+IenmXeqvWIJyEo5JIZU/G9GGsp0yi4hK5bTQzEjLdZEyqWKhaCqaX9Q7t0xSp12oi0LYW0r36dSFloTCcMbGfIsGV+ej3xL6+SYGOrlgoVJwiKDxY1Ekkxor2vaV1o4Cg7ljCuhb2V8hbTjKPNxq0asMGpJrbSKsIlXoi63ZP6Gzzsujahzxjo/6S0lvPzufUjP7u7RwaYIEtkmawSn2ySXXJADkmRcALkmtyQW+fKuXcenMdB65DzMbNIvsF5egeW+5yz</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="cAsLWlLIky7353kYfY9sY0R1Qb4=">AAACBXicdVA9SwNBEN3z2/MrammzGASrcKcYTSGKNhYWCiYRkiB7m0myZG/v2J1Tw5HawlZ/gbWd2Fr6E8Rf4V9wkyj4+WDg8d4MM/OCWAqDnvfqDA2PjI6NT0y6U9Mzs3OZ+YWSiRLNocgjGenTgBmQQkERBUo4jTWwMJBQDtr7Pb98DtqISJ1gJ4ZayJpKNARnaKXjw7NM1ssVPL+Q9+lv4ue8PrI7z+52fPfiHp1l3qr1iCchKOSSGVPxvRhrKdMouISuW00MxIy3WRMqlioWgqml/UO7dMUqddqItC2FtK9+nUhZaEwnDGxnyLBlfno98S+vkmBjq5YKFScIig8WNRJJMaK9r2ldaOAoO5YwroW9lfIW04yjzcatGrDBqSa20irCJV6Iut2T+hs87Lo2oc8Y6P+ktJbz87n1Yz+7u0cGmCBLZJmsEp9skl1yQI5IkXAC5JrckFvnyrl3HpzHQeuQ8zGzSL7BeXoHjTWcrQ==</latexit>
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FIG. 1: Sketch of the systems considered: grey circles rep-
resent QDs, while red, blue and green objects represent the
reservoirs. Panel (a) and (b) refer to the two-terminal setup,
while panel (c) and (d) refer to the four-terminal setup. For
the two-terminal setup, the left (right) reservoir is character-
ized by a temperature TL = T + ∆T/2 (TR = T − ∆T/2)
and a chemical potential µL = ∆µ/2 (µR = −∆µ/2). Panel
(a) represents the forward bias configuration, where ∆T > 0
(the left reservoir is hot and the right reservoir is cold), while
panel (b) represents the backward bias configuration, where
∆T < 0 (the left reservoir is cold and the right reservoir is
hot). J± is the heat current flowing in the left lead in the
forward (backward) bias configuration. In the four-terminal
setup, the two QDs (identified by the arrows ↑ and ↓) are each
connected to two reservoirs and are Coulomb-coupled to each
other (with charging energy EC). We refer to L1, L2 and
QD↑ as the drive circuit, while to R1, R2 and QD↓ to the
drag circuit and we set TL1 = T + ∆T/2, TL2 = T − ∆T/2,
TR1 = T and TR2 = T . All reservoirs are kept at the same
chemical potential. Panel (c) depicts the forward bias config-
uration, where ∆T > 0, while panel (d) depicts the backward
bias configuration, where ∆T < 0. We are interested in the
heat currents J±R1 and J±R2 flowing in the lead R1 and R2,
respectively. Panel (e) and (f) illustrate the open-circuit and
the closed-circuit setups, respectively. In the former case no
charge current flows through the system, while in the latter
the two reservoirs are electrically connected (µL = µR).

systems it has been theoretically studied in Refs. 8–
35. In electronic nanoscale systems thermal rectifi-
cation has been studied theoretically in hybrid quan-
tum devices [15, 16, 22, 31, 32, 34] and Quantum Dots
(QDs) [18, 20, 30, 36–39], and experimentally measured
in Refs. 40–44. In Ref. 33 thermal rectification has been
calculated for a multi-level bosonic quantum system con-
sisting of a nonlinear resonator attached to two baths.

Focus of the present work is to investigate how heat
can be rectified using QD-based devices. As mentioned
above, few papers on heat rectification in QDs are avail-
able in the literature. In Ref. 36, motivated by the ex-
periment reported in Ref. 41, thermal rectification has
been investigated for a two-level QD using a nonequilib-

rium Green function method and focusing on the role
of the energy-dependence of the tunnel couplings be-
tween QD and leads. In Refs. 18, 20, 39 the case of
multiple capacitively-coupled QDs was considered: while
in Ref. 18 all QDs were connected to two leads, in
Refs. 20, 39 each of the two QDs considered were at-
tached to one lead only, so that heat can be transported
only by electronic fluctuations. In Ref. 37 a mean-field
approximation was used to calculate self-consistently the
heat rectification of a single QD. The role of interference,
quantum superposition and level degeneracy on the heat
rectification was studied in Ref. 30 for various systems
of coupled QDs, using the master equation approach up
to sequential tunneling processes. Finally, the case of an
array of QDs was studied in Ref. 38 using the Keldysh
Green’s function technique.

An important ingredient to rectify heat is the pres-
ence of non-linearities in the spectrum (e.g. due to the
combined effect of confinement and electron-electron in-
teraction). This fact can be easily understood by notic-
ing that, in the absence of interactions, the heat current
can be calculated using the Landauer-Büttiker approach,
i.e. by an energy integral of the transmission probability
of the QD multiplied by the difference of the Fermi dis-
tribution functions of the two terminals. Since the tem-
peratures enter only the distribution functions (indeed
the transmission probability consists of a set of narrow
Lorentzian functions of energy, one for each QD level),
an inversion of the temperature bias simply gives rise
to a change of sign of the current, thus no rectification.
Non-linearities, however, are not enough. Indeed, to ob-
tain rectification a necessary condition is to break the
mirror-symmetry of the system, for example by coupling
the system to the left and to the right terminals by a
different extent.

In this paper we study heat rectification for QDs in
the Coulomb blockade regime using the master equation
approach [20, 30], with a particular emphasis on the role
of second-order cotunneling contributions. We consider
both the two-terminal and the four-terminal configura-
tions [see Figs. 1(a-b) and (c-d), respectively]. For the
former, we analyze the case of a single QD with either
a doubly-degenerate level or two non-degenerate levels.
The two reservoirs, labelled with L and R in Figs. 1(a-b),
are characterized by their temperatures (TL = T +∆T/2
and TR = T − ∆T/2) and their chemical potentials
(µL = ∆µ/2 and µR = −∆µ/2). We are interested in
studying the heat current that flows through the system
when a temperature bias is applied between the reser-
voirs. Furthermore, we assume that no work is performed
on the system and consider both the open-circuit setup
[where the charge current vanishes, see Fig. 1(e)] and the
closed-circuit setup [where the bias voltage is set to zero,
see Fig. 1(f)]. For the sake of definiteness, we focus on
the heat current flowing between the left terminal and
the QD. Referring to Fig. 1(a-b), we define the forward
heat current J+ as the one relative to ∆T > 0 and the
backward heat current J− the one relative to ∆T < 0.
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The laws of thermodynamics assure that heat will flow
from left to right if ∆T > 0 (forward bias), or from right
to left if ∆T < 0 (backward bias). When |J+|, induced
by a forward bias, is different from |J−|, induced by a
backward bias, we define the heat rectification coefficient
as

R =
|J+| − |J−|
|J+|+ |J−| . (1)

The definition is such that |R| ≤ 1. In particular, R = 0
means that no rectification takes place, while R = ±1
means that we have perfect rectification (i.e. the heat
current is finite in one direction, and null in the other).

We first analyse the sequential tunneling regime (as-
suming up to single occupancy of the QD) deriving, when
possible, analytical expressions for the heat currents. Re-
markably, we could derive an upper bound for rectifica-
tion in the closed-circuit setup with a doubly-degenerate
level, and prove the absence of a bound for the case of two
non-degenerate levels. We also analyze the behaviour of
currents and rectification as functions of the levels’ posi-
tion and the temperature bias. The most important part
of the paper deals with the effect of cotunneling contribu-
tions, including both elastic and inelastic processes, in all
setups of the two-terminal configuration. The most re-
markable results are the following: i) in the open-circuit
setup of the doubly-degenerate level case, cotunneling
yields a finite (though little) rectification, contrary to
what happens when only sequential processes are consid-
ered; ii) in the closed-circuit setup of a doubly-degenerate
level, cotunneling corrections to the forward heat current
are opposite to the corrections to the backward heat cur-
rent, thus yielding rectification enhancement when co-
tunneling lowers the magnitude of the two currents (an
analogous result was reported in Ref. 33); iii) in the case
of two non-degenerate levels, in the open-circuit setup,
cotunneling always increases the currents with respect to
the sequential regime; iv) in all cases there exists ranges
of values of the levels’ position where rectification is en-
hanced by cotunneling.

For the four-terminal configuration, we analyze the
case of two Coulomb-coupled QDs, each connected to
two terminals [see Fig. 1(c-d)]. Such a setup has been
actually realized in Refs. 45–55. This is a non-local con-
figuration, where the temperature bias is applied to the
terminals L1 and L2 on the left (drive circuit), while the
heat currents of interest are the ones flowing in terminals
R1 and R2 on the right (drag circuit). Remarkably, in
this situation we find that non-local rectification (defined
for the currents in the drag circuit) can reach the ideal
value as a consequence of the fact that the heat currents
in the drag circuit can change sign (thus going to zero)
as a function, for example, of the energy level of one of
the QDs. The absolute value of the heat currents in the
drag circuit, however, is small when compared to the heat
currents in the drive circuit.

In addition, we consider the case where the tunnel cou-
plings between QDs and leads depend on energy, since

this situation occurs in experimental realizations [53].
We find that the heat currents in the drag circuit have
similar amplitude but opposite signs, meaning that if
heat is extracted from one reservoir, a similar amount
of heat is deposited into the other.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we de-
fine the systems under investigation and we describe the
model Hamiltonian, while in Sec. III we discuss the re-
sults we obtain. We first consider the sequential tun-
neling regime for a single QD with a doubly-degenerate
level in Sec. III A 1, with two non-degenerate levels in
Sec. III A 2. Then we discuss the results obtained when
cotunneling contributions are accounted for in Sec. III B
(with a doubly-degenerate level in Sec. III B 1, and with
two non-degenerate levels in Sec. III B 2). Sec. IV is de-
voted to the results obtained with the four-terminal (non-
local) configuration, with two QDs each coupled to two
reservoirs. The summary can be found in Sec. V. De-
tails of the calculations relative to the master equation
in the sequential tunneling regime are reported in Ap-
pendix A, while cotunneling contributions are reported
in Appendix B and C.

II. SYSTEM AND MODEL

We consider a system consisting of a QD with two lev-
els (relative to spin up and spin down), whose Hamilto-
nian reads

HQD = (ε↑n̂↑ + ε↓n̂↓) + ECn̂↑n̂↓, (2)

where ε↑ = ε − ∆ε/2 and ε↓ = ε + ∆ε/2 are the energy
of the two levels. Here n̂σ = ĉ†σ ĉσ is a number operator,
while ĉ†σ and ĉσ are creation and destruction fermionic
operators, respectively, for an electron with spin σ in the
QD. The first two terms describe the discrete levels of the
QD, while the last one accounts for the Coulomb repul-
sion between the electrons within the QD (EC represents
the charging energy). We assume the spacing ∆ε to be
much smaller than EC, so that the electrostatic interac-
tion plays a fundamental role in the transport properties
of the system.

The QD is tunnel-coupled to two electronic reser-
voirs characterized by a well defined temperature Tα and
chemical potential µα, whose Hamiltonians are given by

Hα =
∑
k,σ

(εαkσ − µα)b̂†αkσ b̂αkσ, (3)

where b̂αkσ and b̂†αkσ are, respectively, the destruction
and creation operators for electrons in lead α = L,R
with energy εαkσ, spin σ and momentum k. The coupling
Hamiltonian reads

HT =
∑
k,σ

(tLb̂
†
Lkσ ĉσ + tRb̂

†
Rkσ ĉσ) + h. c., (4)

where tα is the tunneling amplitude between the QD and
lead α. The Hamiltonian HT is not symmetric in the
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coupling, namely tL 6= tR. Indeed, this is the condition
needed to obtain a finite rectification.

In the final part of the paper we explicitly consider a
four-terminal (non-local) configuration consisting of two
single-level QDs, each tunnel-coupled to two reservoirs
as sketched in Fig. 1(c-d), whose Hamiltonian is given by
Eq. (2) where σ specifies the QD (↑/↓ for the QD on the
left/right). In this case the coupling Hamiltonian reads

HT =
∑
k

(tL1b̂
†
L1k↑ĉ↑ + tL2b̂

†
L2k↑ĉ↑+

+tR1b̂
†
R1k↓ĉ↓ + tR2b̂

†
R2k↓ĉ↓) + h. c., (5)

while the Hamiltonian for the reservoirs is given by
Eq. (3), with the index α now taking the following values:
L1, L2, R1, R2.

The state of the QD (or QDs) is specified through the
probability P ({σ}) of finding the QD in the electronic
configuration described by the set of occupancies {nσ}
of its levels (with nσ = 0, 1). Tunneling processes change
the state of the QD thus modifying the occupancies of
the levels from one configuration to another. In what
follows we shall first consider the sequential tunneling
regime which accounts for tunneling processes involving
single-electron hopping through the tunnel barriers rep-
resenting the coupling between the QD and the leads.
Therefore, the transition rates of such processes are ob-
tained from the Fermi golden rule up to the leading order
in the coupling Hamiltonian HT (see Appendix B). The
tunneling constants Γα characterizing the interaction be-
tween the QD and lead α are defined as

Γα =
2π

~
Dα|tα|2, (6)

where Dα is the density of states of lead α = L,R at
the Fermi energy. In part of our analysis, we will further
assume that the charging energy EC is the largest energy
scale. This allows us to neglect all electronic configura-
tions in which the total number of electrons in the QD
exceeds one. Therefore we can describe the state of the
QD by specifying the probability of finding the QD in
the state with zero electrons P0, with one electron in a
level with spin up (P↑), and with one electron in a level
with spin down (P↓). The master equation needed to
determine such probabilities and the expressions of the
currents are reported in App. A.

III. RESULTS

Let us first fix the notation: we denote by Ic and I, re-
spectively, the charge and energy current entering the QD
from the left lead. The heat current J flowing through
the left lead is thus expressed as

J = I − µL
(−e)I

c, (7)

where −e is the electronic charge. Note that both in the
open-circuit setup, where Ic = 0 [Fig. 1(e)], and in the
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FIG. 2: Rectification coefficient for two representative cases:
(a) a single QD with two non-degenerate levels in the closed-
circuit setup, and (b) two QDs in the four-terminal setup. The
rectification coefficient is plotted as a function of the average
energy of the levels ε in (a) and as a function of the level ε↑
of the QD on the left-hand-side in (b). The parameters used
to obtain the curves in panel (a) and (b) are specified in the
caption of Figs. 10 and 12, respectively.

closed-circuit setup, where µL = µR = 0 [Fig. 1(f)], we
have that heat and energy current coincide (J = I).

Before discussing in details our results in the various
regimes and configurations, we first show the rectification
coefficient obtained for two representative cases. Namely,
for a single QD [see Fig. 1(a) and (b)] with two non-
degenerate levels in the closed-circuit setup and for a
pair of QDs in the four-terminal setup [see Fig. 1(c) and
(d)]. In Fig. 2(a) the rectification coefficient is plotted for
the former case as a function of the energy of the level
ε. While R includes cotunneling contribution (solid red
curve), Rseq accounts for sequential tunneling processes
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only (green dashed curve). Fig. 2(a) shows that R is
typically not very large (for the parameters used here,
the maximum value of R is of the order of 2%) and can
take both negative and positive values depending on the
position of the levels of the QD. Remarkably, we find that
cotunneling contributions can increase the rectification in
a wide range of values of ε. All details will be discussed
in Sec. III B 2.

In Fig. 2(b) the rectification coefficient for the four-
terminal (non-local) configuration is plotted as a func-
tion of the level ε↑ of the QD on the left-hand-side. We
consider two values of temperature bias: ∆T = 0.1T (red
solid curve) and ∆T = 0.3T (blue dashed-dotted curve).
Remarkably, the blue curve spans the whole range of val-
ues of R ([−1, 1]), while the red curve takes values in
the range [−1, 0.4]. Overall, rectification is large in quite
wide ranges of values of ε↑. As we will see in more details
in Sec. IV, however, the heat currents are rather small
when compared with the single QD setup.

In the following sections we will describe the results ob-
tained within the sequential tunneling regime (Sec. III A)
and the results obtained accounting for the cotunneling
contributions (Sec. III B).

A. Sequential tunneling regime

In this section we will assume that the charging energy
EC is so large that we can neglect all electronic config-
urations in which the total number of electrons in the
QD exceeds one. This assumption, which will be lifted
in Sec. III B, allows us to obtain analytical results. The
results shown in the following Secs. III A 1 and III A 2 are
in agreement and largely extend the results presented in
Ref. 30. In particular, on the one hand, we will iden-
tify upper bounds for rectification and, on the other, we
will discuss the relevant mechanisms allowing for the op-
timization of rectification both for degenerate and non-
degenerate levels.

1. Degenerate level

Let us consider the degenerate case ∆ε = 0 in which
the charge current can be written as

Ic = −2eΓLΓR
fL(ε)− fR(ε)

ΓL[1 + fL(ε)] + ΓR[1 + fR(ε)]
, (8)

while the heat current, in accordance with Ref. 30, takes
the form

J = 2(ε− µL)ΓLΓR
fL(ε)− fR(ε)

ΓL[1 + fL(ε)] + ΓR[1 + fR(ε)]
, (9)

thus showing that the heat current is proportional to the
charge current. A direct consequence of this is that in
the open-circuit setup (where there is no charge flow)
the heat current is zero.

In the closed-circuit setup, however, the heat currents
are finite and the rectification can be written as [30]

R =
ΓL − ΓR
ΓL + ΓR

fR(ε)− fL(ε)

[2 + fL(ε) + fR(ε)]
, (10)

showing that a necessary condition to obtain rectification
is that ΓL 6= ΓR (this condition reflects the necessity to
break the mirror-symmetry of the system). In Fig. 3 we
plot the absolute values of the forward and backward heat
currents and the resulting rectification. In particular, in
panel (a) J+ and |J−| are plotted as functions of the QD
levels’ energy ε. When ε is zero (i.e. when ε is aligned
with the common chemical potential of the leads), both
heat currents vanish because in this symmetric situation
the sequential processes relative to the two leads cancel
out. When |ε| � 0, the heat currents decrease exponen-
tially because the QD is locked in the same state and
the electrons cannot tunnel. Indeed, P0 goes quickly to
1 (and P↑ = P↓ goes to zero) when ε increases to posi-
tive values over the scale set by kBT , since electrons do
not have enough energy to enter the QD, while P0 goes
quickly to zero (and the QD gets occupied) when ε de-
creases to negative values, as the energy level of the QD
goes well below the chemical potential of the leads. No-
tice that the currents display two asymmetric maxima at
|ε| ≈ 2.5kBT , and the maximum at ε ≈ −2.5kBT is lower
than the one at ε ≈ 2.5kBT . The reason for this is that
the probability of having one electron in the QD is higher
when ε is negative (and of the order of kBT ), as compared
to when ε is positive, so that fewer electrons can enter the
QD (thus contributing to the current) because the charg-
ing energy does not allow any other electron to tunnel in
the QD.

In panel (c) the rectification is plotted as a function
of the QD levels’ energy ε. Like the currents, the recti-
fication goes to zero when ε = 0 and when |ε| � 0. In-
tuitively, we can understand that R gets suppressed for
large positive values of ε by noting that in this situation
Coulomb interaction plays little role (the QD is essen-
tially unoccupied). Thus the QD virtually behaves as a
non-interacting one where rectification does not occur.
It turns out that the magnitude of rectification has two
asymmetric maxima at |ε| ≈ 1.6kBT , where |R| ≈ 0.010
and |R| ≈ 0.015. It is worth stressing that both heat cur-
rents and rectification are close to their maximum when
ε is within the interval 1.6-2.5 kBT , so that the QD op-
erates as a heat rectifier to the best of its capabilities.
In panels (b) and (d), we plot the heat currents (J+ and
|J−|) and the rectification, respectively, as functions of
the temperature bias ∆T . Increasing |∆T |, the currents
and their separation (J+ + J−) grow. Notice that when
∆T/T � 1 and the currents are in the linear-response
regime, the rectification vanishes (R = 0 at ∆T = 0). In-
creasing ∆T , the currents go beyond the linear-response
regime and R varies linearly with ∆T . For values of
∆T/T larger than 0.5 the rectification is sublinear, but
monotonous, thus reaching its maximum at |∆T | = 2T .

Interestingly, in this configuration it is possible to find
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FIG. 3: Closed-circuit setup for a doubly-degenerate level of
energy ε, measured with respect to µL = µR = 0. Absolute
value of the forward (red solid curve) and backward (blue
dashed curve) heat currents (a), and the corresponding recti-
fication R (c). Panels (a) and (c) are in agreement with the
results of Ref. 30 (see Fig. 3). The tunneling constants of the
barriers are ΓL = 2ΓR = 0.3kBT/~. In panels (a) and (c),
we set kB∆T = 0.5kBT and heat currents and rectification
are plotted as functions of ε. In panels (b) and (d), the lev-
els’ energy is fixed at ε = 2kBT , and heat currents and the
rectification are plotted as functions of the temperature bias
∆T .

an upper bound that limits the rectification in this sys-
tem. Let us consider the rectification parameter R as
a function of fL and fR, see Eq. (10), and look for its
maximum over the possible values that the Fermi dis-
tribution functions can take. It is important to notice
that since fL and fR are evaluated at the same en-
ergy ε, the quantities fL(ε) and fR(ε) cannot take ar-
bitrary values between 0 and 1. Actually, it is easy
to see that both fL, fR ≤ 1/2, when ε ≥ 0, or both
fL, fR ≥ 1/2, when ε ≤ 0 (recall that in the closed-
circuit setup µL = µR = 0), regardless of the temper-
atures TL and TR. With this constraint taken into ac-
count, it is possible to prove that the maxima of the
function |(fL−fR)/(2+fL+fR)|, appearing in Eq. (10),
occur when fL = 0 and fR = 1/2, or when fL = 1/2
and fR = 0. In particular, fL,R = 0 corresponds to
ε/(kBTL,R) � 1, i.e. TL,R � ε/kB , and fL,R = 1/2
corresponds to ε/(kBTL,R) ' 0, i.e. TL,R � ε/kB . By
substituting the above values of fL and fR, we obtain
the following upper bound

|R| ≤ Rmax =
1

5

∣∣∣∣ΓL − ΓR
ΓL + ΓR

∣∣∣∣ . (11)

2. Non-degenerate levels

Let us now consider the non-degenerate case ∆ε 6= 0 in
which the spin degeneracy of the level of the QD is bro-
ken, for example, through the Zeeman effect by applying
a magnetic field.
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FIG. 4: Closed-circuit setup for two non-degenerate levels of
energies ε±∆ε/2. Absolute values of forward (red solid curve)
and backward (blue dashed curve) heat currents [panel (a)],
and the corresponding rectification (black solid curve) [panel
(b)], are plotted as functions of ε, measured with respect to
µL = µR = 0. We have used the same parameters as for
Fig. 3 and ∆ε = 2kBT . Both panels are in agreement with
the results of Ref. 30 (see Fig. 3).

Closed-circuit setup.– In this configuration we set µL =
µR = 0. In Fig. 4 we plot the heat currents calculated
as functions of the average levels’ energies ε. We first
note that the heat current [panel (a)] resembles the be-
havior found for the degenerate case, reported in Fig. 3,
with important differences. Like in the degenerate case,
Sec. III A 1, the currents have two asymmetric maxima
and are suppressed exponentially at large |ε| (the cur-
rents are suppressed when ε� 0, since the QD is mostly
empty, and when ε � 0, the QD is mostly occupied by
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one electron). However, at ε = 0, the sequential tunnel-
ing processes from the left lead do not cancel out with
the ones from the right lead because now the levels have
different energies. As a consequence, when ε = 0 both
heat currents are finite. Moreover, they present a lo-
cal minimum when ε ' ∆ε/2, independently of the val-
ues of ∆T and tunneling constants. This can be under-
stood by noting that, at least when ∆ε & kBTL, kBTR,
electron transport is mainly due to the lower level (ε↑),
which is aligned with the common chemical potential of
the leads, while the upper level is too high in energy,
thus hardly populated (P↓ ' 0). In this situation, how-
ever, energy current is minimum since ε↑ = 0. This
makes clear that the value of heat current at the min-
imum is finite if ∆ε ' kBTL, kBTR (this is the case of
Fig. 4), while it vanishes when ∆ε � kBTL, kBTR, or
when ∆ε� kBTL, kBTR, where the levels are nearly de-
generate. Notice that the distance between the two max-
ima is controlled by the average thermal energy kBT .

The resulting rectification is plotted in panel (b) as a
function of ε. For large values of |ε|, R behaves as in
the degenerate case, while when |ε| < 5kBT the rectifica-
tion oscillates between positive and negative values pre-
senting an absolute maximum at ε ≈ ∆ε/4, close to the
heat current minimum. Moreover, the negative dip on
the left occurs approximately at −∆ε/2, while the nega-
tive dip on the right occurs approximately at ∆ε: both
correspond to values of heat currents between the local
minimum and the maxima. The positions of such peaks
and dips, however, depend also on the other parameters
of the system.

The behavior of heat currents and rectification with
the bias ∆T is essentially the same as the one found
in Sec. III A 1. Notice that the upper bound found for
the degenerate case, Eq. (11), does not apply here. For
ε = kBT/2 and the parameters used in Figs. 3 and 4 we
find R ' 0.11 for the largest value of ∆T , which is larger
than the bound Rmax ' 0.067.

Intuitively one can expect the rectification to be op-
timized by maximizing the asymmetry between the tun-
neling constants ΓL and ΓR, and for large temperature
bias. By using Eq. (A10) we can prove that in the closed-
circuit setup it is possible to reach perfect rectification
when the parameters satisfy the conditions: i) ε↑ < 0, ii)
∆ε � |ε↑|, iii) T + |∆T |/2 � ε↓, iv) T − |∆T |/2 � |ε↑|.
Such conditions are represented, for the forward configu-
ration, in the energy diagram in Fig. 5(left panel), where
the lead L is hot and the lead R is cold. Because of iii)
and iv), the distribution functions can be approximated
as fL↑ ≈ fL↓ ≈ 1/2 and fR↑ ≈ 1 − fR↓ ≈ 1, so that the
forward heat current takes the form

J+ ≈ ΓLΓR
2Λ

[
ε↓

ΓL
2
− ε↑

(
ΓL
2

+ ΓR

)]
(12)

(refer to App. A for the notation). By taking the limit
ΓL � ΓR, one finds that Λ ≈ 3Γ2

L/4 so that J+ ≈
ΓR∆ε/3. The physical origin of this expression for the
heat current can be understood by looking at the energy

diagram in Fig. 5(left panel). Since the right lead’s tem-
perature is much smaller than |ε↑|, the tunneling rate of
the process which transfer an electron from ε↑ to lead R
and the one which transfer an electron from lead R to ε↓
are suppressed. Thus, the heat transport happens mainly
through two following processes. The first one involves
an electron tunneling from lead L to ε↓ and, from there,
to lead R. In the second one, the electron starts in the
right lead, tunnels into ε↑, and then arrives in lead L.
Such processes occur on the same typical time, of the or-
der of 1/ΓR. Since they involve different QD levels, they
transfer different amounts of heat.

For the backward configuration, where the lead L is
cold and the lead R is hot, the energy diagram is rep-
resented in Fig. 5(right panel). Because of iii) and
iv), the distribution functions can be approximated as
fL↑ ≈ 1 − fL↓ ≈ 1 and fR↑ ≈ fR↓ ≈ 1/2, so that the
backward heat current takes the form

J− ≈ ΓLΓR
2Λ

[
ε↑

(
ΓR
2

+ ΓL

)
− ε↓

ΓR
2

]
. (13)

By taking the limit ΓL � ΓR, one finds that Λ ≈ Γ2
L

so that J− ≈ ΓRε↑/2. Note that J− is, correctly, a
negative quantity. Also in this case the physical origin of
this expression for the heat current can be understood by
looking at the energy diagram in Fig. 5(right panel). The
low temperature of the lead L suppresses the tunneling
rate of the process in which an electron tunnels from ε↑
to the lead L and of the one in which an electron tunnels
from lead L to ε↑. Therefore, heat transport is dominated
by the process in which an electron in lead L tunnels into
ε↑ and, from there, tunnels into lead R, thus transferring
an amount of heat equal to ε↑ in a typical time 1/ΓR.
This gives rise to the current in Eq. (13). By plugging
in the expressions for J+ and J− into the definition of
R, Eq. (1), we find R = (∆ε/3 + ε↑/2)/(∆ε/3 − ε↑/2).
By imposing condition ii) we find R ' 1. The drawback
is that both heat currents are suppressed, since we have
assumed a small value of ΓR.
Open-circuit setup.– Although the charge current is

zero, the fact that the two levels have different energy al-
lows heat transport, contrary to what happens in the de-
generate case (Sec. III A 1). Indeed, to nullify the charge
current [Eq. (A8)] the rate of electrons tunneling into the
lower level [first term in the square bracket of Eq. (A8)]
has to cancel out with the rate of electrons tunneling
into the upper level (second term in the square bracket),
namely

Σ−↓ (fL↑ − fR↑) = −Σ−↑ (fL↓ − fR↓). (14)

In this condition the energy current is finite and reads

I =
ΓLΓR

Λ
∆ε
[
Σ−↑ (fL↓ − fR↓)

]
=ΓLΓR∆εP↓

fL↓ − fR↓
ΓLfL↓ + ΓRfR↓

,
(15)

where the last equality is obtained using Eq. (A5).
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FIG. 5: Energy diagrams in the closed-circuit setup relative to
the following parameters: ΓL = 0.1kBT/~, ΓR = 0.02kBT/~,
ε = kBT , ∆ε = 2.6kBT and ∆T = 1.8T . The right barrier
is thicker than the left one because the tunneling constants
satisfy ΓR � ΓL. In the left panel the device is in the for-
ward configuration, namely TL > TR, while, in the right panel
the leads’ temperatures are exchanged and the device is in
the backward configuration. In both panels the chemical po-
tentials of the leads (µF ) are set to zero (dotted line). The
rectification coefficient turns out to be R = 0.31.

In Fig. 6, the heat currents and the rectification are
plotted as functions of the levels’ mean energy ε. Panel
(a), where the absolute values of the heat currents J+

and J− are displayed, shows that both are bell-shaped
with the maximum occurring near ε = 0, while they
are strongly suppressed when |ε| increases beyond 5kBT .
The bell-shape feature is a result of the compensa-
tion taking place in the open-circuit setup, whereby the
charge current which would arise due to the temperature
bias is counter-balanced by the appearance of a thermo-
voltage between the leads, effectively moving the weight
of the curve towards the centre of the plot irrespective
of the actual values of the temperature bias and of ∆ε.
Consistently, the same behavior was found [56, 57] in the
thermal conductance of a multilevel interacting QD. No-
tice that the maximum occurs for a value of ε slightly
away from zero. The height of the maximum, however,
does depend on ∆T (linearly up to ∆T ' 1.25T ) and the
energy separation between the levels. ∆ε ' 2.8kBT is the
value which yields the largest maximum for our choice
of parameters. The height of the peak goes rapidly to
zero by moving ∆ε away from this value, while the peak
width remains virtually unaltered (in agreement with ap-
proximate analytical results for the thermal conductance
in multilevel interacting QDs reported in Refs. 56, 57).
Such width is slightly increasing with ∆T , but only for
∆T > T , while it is virtually independent of tunneling
constants. On the other hand, the rectification coeffi-
cient, plotted in panel (b) as a function of ε, shows a
peculiar behavior: when ε > 5kBT the rectification goes
to zero, while when ε < 5kBT the rectification tends to
a finite value. The latter fact stems from the assumption
that EC is the largest energy scale: indeed, as we will
see in Fig. 11(b), a different behavior is found for finite
EC . The behavior of heat currents and rectification with
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FIG. 6: Open-circuit setup for two non-degenerate levels of
energies ε±∆ε/2. Absolute values of forward (red solid curve)
and backward (blue dashed curve) heat currents [panel (a)],
and the corresponding rectification (black solid curve) [panel
(b)], are plotted as functions of ε, measured with respect to
the average (µL +µR)/2 = 0. We have used the same param-
eters as for Fig. 3 and ∆ε = 2kBT .

the bias ∆T is essentially the same as the one found in
Sec. III A 1.

Using similar arguments as for the closed-circuit setup,
we could find that one can reach ideal rectification under
the following conditions: ε↓ ' 0, ∆ε � kBT , ΓL � ΓR
and TL � TR.

B. Cotunneling contributions

In the previous section we studied the rectification of
a QD in the sequential tunneling regime and under the
assumption that the charging energy EC is much larger
than any other energy in the system. Such a condition
allowed us to neglect the double occupation state of the
QD and to find analytic expressions for the occupation
probabilities (P0, P↑ and P↓) and currents [see Eqs. (A5),
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(A8) and (A10)]. In this section we include contributions
from cotunnelling processes in the calculation of the cur-
rent, allowing for a finite charging energy (i.e. for the
double occupation of the QD). The latter account for
coherent, second-order processes in the coupling Hamil-
tonian, that transfer an electron from one lead to the
other via a virtual state either changing (inelastic) or not
changing (elastic) the state of the QD. The cotunneling
transition rates (for charge and energy) are calculated
taking into account that the QD can be initially empty
[(0,0)], fully occupied [(1,1)], or occupied by one electron
[either (0,1) or (1,0)], where in the notation (i, j), i = 0, 1
refers to the level ε↑ and j = 0, 1 refers to the level ε↓.
Such cotunneling transition rates are calculated in de-
tails in App. B. We stress that the inelastic cotunneling
processes modify the state of the QD, thus modifying
the MEs and their stationary solutions. Such modified
MEs are reported in App. B 3 , see Eqs. (B32). Notice
that the first square brackets on the right-hand-side of
Eqs. (B32) account for the sequential tunneling contri-
bution only, where P2 represents the probability for the
QD to be doubly occupied.

The total currents are obtained by summing the cotun-
neling contributions to the sequential contribution. Since
charge and energy currents are conserved, in the follow-
ing we will focus only on the currents flowing out of the
left lead and express them as

Ic = Icseq + Iccot, (16)

and

I = Iseq + Icot, (17)

respectively. For consistency, in this section we account
for the double occupancy of the QD even for the sequen-
tial currents. Therefore, Icseq(∆T ) and Iseq(∆T ) are the
currents calculated in the weak coupling regime, which,
unlike Eqs. (A8) and (A10), also accounts for the prob-
ability P2 of finding two electrons in the QD and the
related sequential processes. The expressions for the cur-
rents Icseq and Iseq are reported in Eqs. (B39) and (B40).
Also the expressions for the cotunneling currents Iccot and
Icot are collected in App. B 4.

Before discussing the results on the specific situations
and setups, in the following we show that the heat current
is symmetric with respect to ε = −EC/2. This can be
understood by considering the symmetry properties of
the Hamiltonian HQD. Indeed, Eq. (2) can be cast in the
form

HQD =
∑
σ

[−εσ − EC ] ĥσ + EC ĥ↑ĥh↓ + const, (18)

where we have defined the the operator ĥσ = 1−n̂σ. This
proves that the Hamiltonian does not change by substi-
tuting εσ with −εσ − EC and replacing the operator n̂σ
with the operator ĥσ. This means that the Hamiltonian
HQD is particle-hole symmetric around −EC/2, implying

that

Ic(ε) = −Ic[−ε− EC ]

and

J(ε) = J [−ε− EC ]

as long as EC is finite and provided that the average of
the chemical potentials is zero (µL + µR = 0). Note that
µL = µR = 0 in the closed-circuit setup and µL = −µR
in the open-circuit setup.

1. Degenerate level

Let us first consider the case of a QD with a doubly-
degenerate level, namely ∆ε = 0. A few observations
are in order. The cotunnelling processes (either elastic
or inelastic) in which both the initial and the final states
have one electron in the same lead do not transfer energy,
since ∆ε = 0, and can be ignored. Furthermore, the in-
elastic cotunneling processes that change the QD state
from empty to doubly occupied occur rarely. Indeed, for
such processes to happen, the proper initial conditions
must be fulfilled, namely the leads must provide available
electrons at high energy (order of EC) and the QD must
be empty [see the first line of Eq. (B46)]. However, when
the electrons in the leads have large enough energy, the
QD is rarely empty because of the occurrence of sequen-
tial tunneling processes, while when the QD is empty,
the electrons in the leads do not have enough energy to
overcome EC . The same happens for the processes that
empty the initially doubly occupied QD. Instead, for in-
elastic cotunneling processes that change the QD state
from (1,0) to (0,1), and vice versa, the energy of the elec-
trons involved in the process is enough to overcome the
charging energy EC , making the process more likely to
happen, as shown in Fig. 19. Therefore, the main con-
tribution to the heat current comes from either elastic
cotunneling processes or inelastic cotunneling processes
that change the QD state (1, 0) ↔ (0, 1). However, at
the end of this subsection we will find one scenario where
cotunneling processes which move two electrons from/to
the QD are responsible for the finiteness of the rectifica-
tion.

Closed-circuit setup.– In Fig. 7, forward heat current
[panel (a)] and rectification coefficient [panel (b)] are
plotted as functions of the energy ε of the level. In panel
(a), J+ (solid red line) is obtained including the cotun-
neling contributions, while J+

seq (dashed green line) ac-
counts for the sequential tunnelling processes only. Note
that the latter curve resembles very much the corre-
sponding curve, in the range of energies ε considered,
in Fig. 3(a), which accounts for single occupation only.
The main message of Fig. 7(a) is that cotunneling con-
tributions increase the heat current near ε = 0 and
ε = −EC = −20kBT , which correspond to the minima of
the heat current in the sequential regime (dashed green
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line), while decrease the heat current for the values of ε
which corresponds to the peaks.
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FIG. 7: Closed-circuit setup. Heat currents (in units of
k2BT

2/~) and rectification coefficient for the case of a doubly-
degenerate level as functions of the energy ε of the level. Panel
(a) shows the forward heat current which includes cotunnel-
ings contribution J+ (solid red curve) and in the presence of
sequential processes only J+

seq (green dashed curve). Panel (b)
shows the rectification R which includes cotunneling contri-
butions (solid red curve) and the rectification accounting for
sequential tunneling processes only Rseq (green dashed curve).
The inset in panel (b) contains a zoom of the main plot around
the value ε = −10kBT , which shows that cotunneling contri-
butions suppress rectification. All parameters are the same
used for Fig. 3 and EC = 20kBT .

Let us start discussing the sequential tunneling regime.
The heat current is nearly zero at ε = 0 and at ε =
−EC = −20kBT because the energy carried by the elec-
trons which tunnel through the QD in these two cases
is zero, as one can understand from Eq. (B40). Indeed,
when ε = 0, the QD has vanishing probability to be dou-
bly occupied [there is not enough thermal energy for the
QD to be in the state (1, 1)], i.e. P2 ≈ 0, while the func-
tions FL↑ and FL↓ are also vanishing, since EC � kBT .
The remaining terms in Eq. (B40), however, account for

tunneling of electrons which carry no heat because ε = 0.
Similar arguments apply to the case ε = −EC . In this
situation the QD is very likely occupied (namely P0 ≈ 0),
while fL↑ ≈ fL↓ ≈ 1, implying that f−L↑ and f−L↓ are van-
ishing. The remaining terms account for tunneling of
electrons which do not carry heat since ε+ EC = 0.

Cotunneling processes, however, allow electrons with
energy different from ε to tunnel through the QD
(through the virtual states), thus allowing a finite heat
current to flow at ε = 0 and ε = −EC = −20kBT and giv-
ing rise to a reduction of the heat transfer. Far from reso-
nance, when the sequential forward heat current J+

seq de-
creases exponentially, the cotunneling processes become
the dominant transport processes, increasing the heat
current. Fig. 7(a) also confirms that J+ is symmetric
with respect to ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT .

The rectification coefficient is plotted in Fig. 7(b) as
a function of ε, with a solid red curve when cotunnel-
ing contributions are included, and with a dashed green
curve when sequential tunneling processes only are ac-
counted for. First notice that the latter curve basically
coincides with the curve in Fig. 3(c) in the range of ener-
gies ε considered. We note that cotunneling increases the
rectification in the ranges of values of ε where it lowers
the magnitude of the currents and decreases the rectifi-
cation where it increases them. This behaviour can be
understood as follows. Let us define the cotunneling cor-
rections to the forward and backward heat currents as
∆J± = J± − J±seq, respectively. In turns out that the

absolute values of ∆J+ and ∆J− are nearly equal, but
their sign is opposite. This happens because the main
contribution to the heat currents, as notice above, comes
from cotunneling processes that are elastic and from in-
elastic processes occurring when the QD is occupied by
one electron. The cotunneling rates associated to such
processes contain, under the integration symbol, the dif-
ference between the Fermi distributions of the leads [see
for example Eqs. (B8), (B26) and (B31)] and, therefore,
change sign under the inversion of the temperature bias.
Now, since ∆J+ ≈ −∆J−, we can express the effect of
the cotunneling on the currents as J± = J±seq±∆J+. This
implies that the absolute value of both currents are ei-
ther increased or decreased, depending on whether ∆J+

is positive or negative, respectively. Now, we can write
the rectification with the cotunneling contributions as

R =
J+

seq + J−seq

J+
seq − J−seq + 2∆J+

. (19)

Therefore the rectification R coincides with the sequen-
tial tunneling regime’s rectification Rseq when the cotun-
neling correction is zero, namely ∆J+ = 0, is greater
than Rseq when ∆J+ < 0, and is smaller than Rseq when
∆J+ > 0.

In Fig. 8, the maxima over the QD level’s energy ε
of the rectifications with the cotunneling contributions
R (solid red line) and without the cotunneling contribu-
tions Rseq (dashed green line) are plotted as functions
of the bias temperature ∆T . The dotted black line is
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FIG. 8: Maximum value (over the energy ε of the level) of rec-
tification as a function of the temperature bias ∆T . The solid
red line represents the results obtained including the cotun-
neling contributions, while the dashed green line represents
the results obtained with sequential processes only. The dot-
ted black line is the upper-bound of the rectification found in
the sequential tunneling regime, see Eq. (11). All parameters
are the same used for Fig. 3 and EC = 20kBT .

the upper-bound of the rectification found in the sequen-
tial tunneling regime, see Eq. (11), which, in the case of
ΓL = 2ΓR, is equal to 1/15 ≈ 0.067. We note that the
cotunneling contributions increase the maximal rectifi-
cation when the bias temperature is smaller than about
1.75T . The fact that for larger values of ∆T cotunnel-
ing contributions decrease R is a consequence of the fact
that by increasing ∆T , the local maxima of both R and
Rseq, see Fig. 7(b), move towards ε = 0 and ε = −EC .
For such values of ε, however, the cotunneling corrections
∆J+ to the heat currents are positive, see Fig. 7(a), thus
producing, according to Eq. (19), a decrease of R with
respect to Rseq.

Open-circuit setup.– When EC is finite, the heat cur-
rent (in the sequential tunneling regime) can be finite
in the open-circuit setup since charge current and en-
ergy currents are not proportional to each other [see
Eqs. (B39) and (B40)], contrary to what we found in
Sec. III A 1. This is due to the fact that, when EC is fi-
nite, the processes which involve the charging energy EC
[the ones proportional to F±Lσ in Eq. (B40)] transfer a dif-
ferent amount of energy, namely (EC + εσ), with respect
to those which do not involve EC , while transferring the
same charge. It is possible, however, to prove that the
rectification still vanishes. Indeed, by substituting the
solution of the master equations (B32), accounting for
sequential tunneling processes only, in the expression of
the charge current [Eq. (B39)], one finds that the con-
dition which nullifies such current is fLF

−
R = fRF

−
L , in-

dependently of the tunneling constants ΓL and ΓR. By
plugging in this condition into the expression of the en-
ergy current one finds that J+ = −J−, i.e. there is no
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FIG. 9: Open-circuit setup. Heat currents (in units of
k2BT

2/~) and rectification coefficient for the case of a doubly-
degenerate level as functions of the energy ε of the level. Panel
(a) shows the forward heat current and panel (b) shows the
rectification R, which in this case is entirely due to the co-
tunneling contributions. Same color code as in Fig. 7. All
parameters are the same used for Fig. 3, while EC = 20kBT .

rectification. Cotunneling processes, however, can gener-
ate rectification.

In Fig. 9, forward heat currents [panel (a)] and recti-
fication coefficient [panel (b)] are plotted as functions of
the energy ε of the levels. In panel (a), the forward heat
current (J+), obtained including the cotunneling contri-
butions, is plotted together with the heat current J+

seq

(= −J−seq) relative to the sequential processes only. We

first notice that J+
seq is small but finite, as expected, al-

though only around ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT , where the
sequential processes involving the empty and doubly oc-
cupied states coexist. Indeed, around ε = −EC/2, P0

and P2 turn out to be both small but finite. Notice that
for values of ε for which only one of the two (P0 or P2)
is non-zero one finds that Eqs. (B39) and (B40) are pro-
portional to each other, implying that the heat current
is zero. This is the case for ε < −EC = −20kBT , where
one finds that P0 ≈ 0 (the QD is at least singly occupied)
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and f−Lσ ≈ 0, or for ε > 0, where P2 ≈ 0 (the QD cannot
be doubly occupied) and FLσ ≈ 0.

Remarkably, Fig. 9(a) shows that the cotunneling pro-
cesses contribute substantially to the overall heat current,
which then grossly deviates from the sequential result.
On the one hand, this is due to the fact that cotunneling
contributions to the heat current are essentially unre-
lated to the (overall) charge current, which is zero [58].
On the other hand, the cotunneling contributions to the
charge current modify the thermovoltage (with respect
to the sequential situation) that establishes between the
leads in the open-circuit condition. In turn, such a ther-
movoltage influences the heat current (through the dis-
tribution functions entering the expressions of the se-
quential and cotunneling contributions). This leads to
an additional indirect modification of the overall heat
current, with respect to the sequential result. Accord-
ing to Fig. 9(a), J+ reaches its maximum at ε = 0 and
at ε = −EC = −20kBT , while being symmetric with
respect to ε = −EC/2.

In Fig. 9(b), the rectification R which includes the
cotunneling contributions is plotted as a function of
the energy of the levels ε. R presents two maxima at
|ε| ≈ 2.5kBT and at |ε − EC | ≈ 2.5kBT . However, the
rectification is very small, at least one order of magni-
tude smaller than in the closed-circuit setup. The reason
is that the main cotunneling contributions to the heat
current, mentioned in the beginning of Sec. III B 1, for
degenerate levels change sign under the inversion of the
temperature bias. More precisely, this is the case for the
differences J uLσ→Rσ̄ − J uRσ→Lσ̄ in the second and third
term of Eq. (B46), which are proportional to the energy
integral of the Fermi functions, calculated at equal en-
ergy, of the two leads [see Eqs. (B26) and (B31)]. More-
over, it is important to mention that, for degenerate lev-
els, P↑ and P↓ are virtually independent of the sign of the
temperature bias. As already mentioned above, also the
quantities J uij,σ in Eq. (B44) change sign under the inver-
sion of the temperature bias. In conclusion, rectification
is generated by the rare cotunneling events, represented
by the first and forth term in Eq. (B46), that move two
electrons from the lead to the QD or vice versa.

2. Non-degenerate levels

Let us now consider the case of a QD with two non-
degenerate levels, namely ∆ε 6= 0. In this situation both
elastic and inelastic co-tunnelling processes contribute
significantly to the heat current.

Closed-circuit setup.– In Fig. 10, the heat currents and
rectification coefficient are plotted as functions of the av-
erage QD levels’ energy ε. In panel (a), we plot the for-
ward heat current which includes cotunneling contribu-
tions J+ as a solid red curve and in the presence of se-
quential tunneling processes only J+

seq as a dashed green
curve. The latter curve closely resembles the one plotted
in Fig. 4(a) for ε > −10kBT , meaning that double occu-
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FIG. 10: Closed-circuit setup. Heat currents (in units of
k2BT

2/~) and rectification coefficient for the case of two non-
degenerate levels as functions of the average energy of the
levels ε. Panel (a) shows the forward heat current and panel
(b) shows the rectification R. Same color code as in Fig. 7.
All parameters are the same used for Fig. 3, while ∆ε = 2kBT
and EC = 20kBT .

pancy, at least for the value of EC considered, does not
modify the results substantially. The behavior of the heat
current is similar to the degenerate case, see Fig. 7, with a
global minimum at ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT , and two sym-
metric local minima at ε ≈ 0 and ε ≈ −EC = −20kBT ,
which however do not touch zero, as in the degenerate
case. We emphasize that the cotunneling contributions
∆J+ and −∆J−, unlike in the degenerate case, do not
coincide (i.e. ∆J+ 6= −∆J−). The reason for this is that
the inelastic cotunneling processes that occur when the
QD is occupied by one electron transfer a finite amount
of heat and are not antisymmetric under the exchange of
the leads’ temperatures.

In Fig. 10(b) we plot the rectifications with (solid red
curve, R) and without (dashed green curve, Rseq) cotun-
neling contributions as functions of the average QD lev-
els’ energy ε. The curve Rseq, for ε > −10kBT , closely re-
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sembles the rectification reported in Fig. 4(b), calculated
in the limit of infinite EC . Remarkably, the cotunnel-
ing contributions increase the rectification with respect
to both Rseq and the rectification obtained in the degen-
erate case for values of ε between −EC = −20kBT and 0.
Outside this range the rectification is mainly suppressed
with respect to the sequential only result. As already no-
ticed in Sec. III B 1, heat currents are symmetric around
the axis ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT .

Open-circuit setup.– In Fig. 11 we plot the heat cur-
rents and rectification as functions of the average QD
levels’ energy ε. In panel (a), we plot the forward heat
current J+ (solid red line) along with the one account-
ing only for sequential tunneling processes J+

seq (dashed
green line). The latter presents a local maximum at
ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT of similar shape and height as
in the degenerate case [see Fig. 9(a)]. Notice that such
a maximum does not appear in Fig. 6(a), where dou-
ble occupancy of the QD was not allowed. J+

seq peaks
also at ε = 0, resembling the curve in Fig. 6(a), and
ε = −EC = −20kBT : here heat transport is made
possible by the energy difference ∆ε between the lev-
els (i.e. charge and heat currents are not proportional
to each other). Interestingly, the red curve is always
above the green curve, meaning that cotunneling con-
tributions increase the heat current for all values of
ε. In addition, the main peaks are widened, while at
ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT we have now a minimum. Also
in this case the heat currents are symmetric around the
axis ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT , as noticed in Sec. III B 1

In panel (b) of Fig. 11 we plot the rectification co-
efficients when cotunneling contributions are included
(R, solid red curve) and when only sequential tunnel-
ing processes are allowed (Rseq, dashed green curve).
Notice that Rseq virtually coincides with the rectifica-
tion plotted in Fig. 6(b) (here plotted as a thin black
curve) only for ε > −3kBT , whereas the two curves
largely depart for other values of ε. This means that
the rectification is much more sensitive to the finiteness
of EC than the current, making clear that in the range
−17kBT < ε < −3kBT the limit of infinite EC does
not apply (electrons have the energy to overcome the
Coulomb repulsion, represented by the value of EC , and
the processes that involve EC can occur). As a result,
Rseq drops rapidly by decreasing ε below −3kBT , pre-
senting a minimum at ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT , thus leav-
ing a maximum at ε ≈ −4kBT .

As shown by the solid red curve, representing R, the
cotunneling contributions affects very much the rectifi-
cation by lowering it around the maxima of Rseq and
increasing it around ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT . In particu-
lar, R reaches its maximum at ε = −EC/2 = −10kBT ,
presents two symmetric local maxima at ε ≈ −2kBT and
at ε ≈ −18kBT , and has two symmetric local minima at
ε ≈ −4kBT and ε ≈ −16kBT .
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FIG. 11: Open-circuit setup. Heat currents (in units of
k2BT

2/~) and rectification coefficient for the case of two non-
degenerate levels as functions of the average energy of the
levels ε. Panel (a) shows the forward heat current and panel
(b) shows the rectification R. Same color code as in Fig. 7,
while the thin black curve is the one relative to single occupa-
tion, taken from Fig. 6(b). All parameters are the same used
for Fig. 3, while ∆ε = 2kBT and EC = 20kBT .

IV. FOUR-TERMINAL DEVICE

The set up is shown in Fig. 1(c-d) and consists of a pair
of Coulomb-coupled QDs, each attached to two leads. On
the left-hand-side, QD↑ is attached to L1, at temperature
T + ∆T/2, and to L2, at temperature T −∆T/2. On the
right-hand-side, QD↓ is attached to R1 and R2, both at
temperature T . All reservoirs are kept at the same chem-
ical potential, which is set to zero without loss of general-
ity. There is natural flow of heat through QD↑ from the
hot to the cold reservoir, depending on the sign of ∆T .
QD↑ along with the two reservoirs attached to it consti-
tute the drive circuit, while QD↓ and reservoirs R1 and
R2 constitute the drag circuit [59]. The drag circuit is
coupled to the drive circuit via the Coulomb interaction:
there is no particle exchange between the two circuits.
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The exchange of energy between the two circuits leads to
a finite heat flow in the drag circuit [59]. Non-local heat
rectification, i.e. rectification in the drag currents, occurs
when the absolute value of the heat flowing between the
drive and drag circuit depends on the sign of the tempera-
ture bias ∆T applied to the drive circuit. We must stress
here that the currents JR1 and JR2 need not be equal,
since there is an energy flow between drive and drag cir-
cuits. The sketch in Fig. 1(c) represents the forward bias
configuration, with ∆T > 0 and drag currents indicated
by J+

R1 and J+
R2, while Fig. 1(d) represents the backward

bias configuration, with ∆T < 0 and drag currents indi-
cated by J−R1 and J−R2. We fix the convention where heat
currents are positive when they enter the QDs.

The state of the system is described by the following set
of occupancy (see Sec. II): (n1↑, n1↓) = {00, 10, 01, 11},
where n1σ represents the number of electrons in QDσ.
Note that here, as in Sec. III B, we allow for double oc-
cupation but we consider sequential tunneling only. As in
App. A and Sec. III B, we describe the state of the system
by the probabilities P0, P↑, P↓ and P2, the latter referring
to double occupancy. The MEs which allow to determine
such probabilities are formally equal to Eqs. (B32), re-
ported in App. B 3. The heat currents (which coincides
with the energy currents) relative to the drag circuit are
given by

Jβ = ε↓Γβ [fβ(ε↓)P0 − f−β (ε↓)P↓] + (ε↓ + EC)×
Γβ [fβ(ε↓ + EC)P↑ − f−β (ε↓ + EC)P2], (20)

where β = R1, R2.
Before discussing the results, some general observa-

tions are in order. When, in the drive circuit, the cou-
pling to the hot reservoir is stronger with respect to the
coupling to the cold reservoir, and setting ε↑ = ε↓, we
notice that both currents in the drag circuit (JR1 and
JR2) are negative (entering the leads), irrespective of all
other parameters. In the opposite situation, where the
coupling to the cold reservoir is stronger with respect to
the coupling to the hot reservoir, the currents JR1 and
JR2 are both positive (exiting the leads). This is not
the case, however, when ε↑ 6= ε↓, where the sign of JR1

and JR2 can be different and depend on all the parame-
ters [60]. In particular, the sign of JR1 and JR2 does not
depend on the direction of the temperature bias (forward
or backward). However, when ΓR1 = ΓR2, JR1 and JR2

are equal even when ε↑ 6= ε↓ and regardless of the values
of ΓL1 and ΓL2.

Remarkably, non-local rectification takes place only
when the couplings in the drive circuit are asymmet-
ric, i.e. when ΓL1 6= ΓL2. In what follows, for sim-
plicity, we fix ΓR1 = ΓR2 = 0.05kBT , and we identify
J± ≡ J±R1 = J±R2, with the rectification coefficient de-
fined as in Eq. (1).

In Fig. 12 we plot the heat current J [panel (a)] and
the rectification coefficient [panel (b)] as a function of
the energy level of the QD in the drive circuit ε↑ in the
presence of an asymmetry in the couplings in the drive

circuit. For panel (a) the blue solid curve refers to the for-
ward bias and the blue dashed-dotted curve refers to the
backward bias, calculated at ∆T = ±0.3T , respectively.
Both curves present a (positive) maximum around ε↑ = 0
(the energy level is aligned with the chemical potential
of the leads), in agreement with the results of Ref. 59.
Both currents vanish for large values of ε↑, since in this
situation transport cannot occur even in the drive circuit,
but for intermediate values of ε↑ they show negative min-
ima. Despite the relatively small difference between the
coupling strengths in the drive circuit (ΓL1 = 0.05kBT
and ΓL2 = 0.08kBT ), the two curves depart significantly.
This is quantified by the non-local rectification coeffi-
cient plotted in Fig. 12(b), where we consider two values
of temperature bias: ∆T = 0.1T (red solid curve) and
∆T = 0.3T (blue dashed-dotted curve). We first notice
that R, as a function of ε↑, spans the whole range of
values ([−1, 1]) for ∆T = 0.3T , while taking values in
the range [−1, 0.4] for ∆T = 0.1T . In particular, R = 1
is reached when J− crosses zero [see panel (a)]), while
R = −1 is attained for the value of ε↑ for which J+ = 0.
Overall, rectification is large in quite large ranges of val-
ues of ε↑. JR1 and JR2, however, are rather suppressed
if compared with the heat currents relative to the setup
with a single QD [Fig. 1(a-b)]. Indeed, the heat current
flowing in the drive circuit, in the case where drive and
drag circuits are decoupled (EC = 0), turns out to be 3
orders of magnitude larger than in Fig. 12(a).

A richer behavior occurs if one now assumes that the
effective tunneling amplitudes tα [see Eq. (5)] are energy-
dependent, thus depending on the charge state of the
QDs. This situation was actually experimentally ob-
served in Ref. 53, where the tunneling probabilities be-
tween the QD and the electron reservoirs in the drag
circuit were found to depend on the charge state of the
QD in the drive circuit. We can account for this situation
by replacing the definition of the tunneling constants in
the drag circuit [see Eq. (6)] with

Γ
(0)
R1/R2 =

2π

~
DR1/R2 |t(0)

R1/R2|2 = κ
(0)
R1/R2ΓR1/R2

Γ
(1)
R1/R2 =

2π

~
DR1/R2 |t(1)

R1/R2|2 = κ
(1)
R1/R2ΓR1/R2, (21)

where the superscript (0) and (1) refer to the charge state
(empty and occupied) of the QD in the drive circuit QD↑.
The second equalities define the charge state-dependent

coefficients κ
(0/1)
R1/R2.

In Fig. 13(a) and (b) we plot the heat currents in the
drag circuit as functions of the energy level of the QD in
the drive circuit ε↑ [backward bias in panel (a) and for-
ward bias in panel (b)]. Notice that in this case JR1 and
JR2 are different since ΓR1 6= ΓR2. Perfect heat rectifica-
tion (R = 1) occurs also in this case for both currents JR1

and JR2, and for the same values of ε↑ (corresponding to
points where the currents vanish). What is remarkable
in Fig. 13 is that JR1 and JR2 have similar amplitude but
opposite signs, both in the forward and backward tem-
perature bias. This means that if heat is extracted from
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FIG. 12: Non-local heat current (a) and non-local rectification
coefficient (b) as a function of ε↑. The parameters are: ε↓ =
kBT , ΓR1 = ΓR2 = ΓL1 = 0.05kBT/~, ΓL2 = 0.08kBT/~ and
EC = 0.2kBT . In panel (a) the two curves are relative to
∆T = 0.3T , while in panel (b) the red solid curve is relative
to ∆T = 0.1T and the blue dashed-dotted curve is relative to
∆T = 0.3T .

lead R1, a similar amount of heat is deposited into lead
R2 (or the other way around). In particular, the extrac-
tion of heat from reservoir R1 can be used to lower its
temperature, thus realizing an absorption refrigerator of
the kind studied in Ref. 61, where cooling is driven by a
non-local temperature difference, with no work provided
to the system.

We conclude the section by noting that we have
checked that perfect rectification is obtained even when
cotunneling processes are taken into account.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied heat rectification in two
different quantum dot (QD) systems: i) a single QD in
a two-terminal device and, ii) a pair of coupled QDs in
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FIG. 13: Energy-dependent couplings: non-local heat cur-
rents relative to the drag circuit as a function of ε↑ for
∆T = 0.1T . Panel (a) is relative to backward bias, while
panel (b) to forward bias. Black dashed curves is for JR1 and
red curve is for JR2. The other parameters are: ε↓ = 0.4kBT ,
ΓL1 = 0.08kBT/~, ΓL2 = 0.07kBT/~, ΓR1 = 0.06kBT/~,

ΓR2 = 0.05kBT/~, EC = 0.0075kBT , κ
(0/1)
L2 = κ

(0)
R2 = 1, and

κ
(1)
R2 = 1/5.

a four-terminal device. Heat rectification occurs when
a QD is coupled asymmetrically to two terminals. Heat
currents have been calculated using the master equation
approach, up to the second order (cotunneling correc-
tions) for a single QD. In case i) we have considered a
QD with either a doubly-degenerate level or two non-
degenerate levels, each attached to two reservoirs. Fur-
thermore, we have assumed that the device is either in the
open-circuit setup, where the charge current vanishes, or
in the closed-circuit setup, where the two reservoirs are
kept at equal chemical potentials. In both cases energy
current and heat current coincide. Within the sequential
tunneling regime, we have first considered the case where
the charging energy is very large such that the QD can
only be occupied by a single electron. In this situation
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charge and heat current are proportional, so that no heat
current can flow in the open-circuit setup in the case of a
doubly-degenerate level. In the closed-circuit setup, how-
ever, the heat current is finite and, remarkably, we could
derive an upper bound to the rectification coefficient R
which only depends on the tunneling constants to the left
and to the right as

|R| ≤ 1

5

∣∣∣∣ΓL − ΓR
ΓL + ΓR

∣∣∣∣ .
On the contrary, we have found that no bound exists in
the case of two non-degenerate levels and we have iden-
tified the parameters’ set which allow R to reach 1, its
maximum value.

Very interesting results are related to the effect of co-
tunneling contributions, including both elastic and in-
elastic processes, in the two-terminal configuration. In
general, we have found that there exists ranges of values
of the levels’ position where rectification is enhanced by
cotunneling. Moreover, we have found that

• in the open-circuit setup of the degenerate level
case, cotunneling processes, while permitting a fi-
nite heat flow, yield a finite (though small) rectifi-
cation;

• in the closed-circuit setup of the degenerate case,
cotunneling corrections to the forward heat current
are opposite to the corrections to the backward heat
current, so that the magnitude of both currents
are either increased or decreased by cotunneling.
Rectification enhancement occurs when cotunnel-
ing lowers such magnitude (see also Ref. 33);

• in the open-circuit setup of the non-degenerate
case, cotunneling always increases the currents with
respect to the sequential regime.

In the case ii), we have considered the case of two
Coulomb-coupled QDs, each connected to two terminals.
This is a non-local configuration, where the temperature
bias is applied to two terminals (the drive circuit), while
the heat currents of interest are calculated in the other
two terminals (the drag circuit). In this situation we
have found, remarkably, that the rectification coefficient
can reach the ideal value (i.e. R = 1), although with a
rather small absolute value of the the currents. Moreover,
we have considered the experimentally relevant case [53]
where the tunnel couplings between QDs and leads de-
pend on energy. We have found that the heat currents
in the drag circuit have similar amplitude but opposite
signs, meaning that if heat is extracted from one reser-
voir, a similar amount of heat is deposited into the other.
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Appendix A: Master equation in the sequential
tunneling regime

Here we assume that the charging energy EC is the
largest energy scale, so that we can neglect all electronic
configurations in which the total number of electrons in
the QD exceeds one. We can describe the state of the
QD by specifying the probability of finding the QD in the
state with zero electrons P0, with one electron in a level
with spin up (P↑), and with one electron in a level with
spin down (P↓). The master equations can be written in
matrix form as

d

dt

 P0

P↑
P↓

 =

 −Σ+
↑ − Σ+

↓ Σ−↑ Σ−↓
Σ+
↑ −Σ−↑ 0

Σ+
↓ 0 −Σ−↓

 P0

P↑
P↓


(A1)

where

Σ+
σ = ΓLfLσ + ΓRfRσ, Σ−σ = ΓLf

−
Lσ + ΓRf

−
Rσ. (A2)

Here we have defined

fασ = fα(εσ) (A3)

as the Fermi distribution function [fα(E)] of lead α =
L,R evaluated at the QD levels’ energies εσ, while

f−ασ = 1− fα(εσ), (A4)

where

fα(E) =

[
1 + exp(

E − µα
kBTα

)

]−1

.

The stationary master equation is obtained by equat-
ing the time derivative of P to zero and imposing the
normalization of the probabilities P0 + P↑ + P↓ = 1. We
obtain the following stationary solutions

P0 =
Σ−↑ Σ−↓

Λ

P↑ =
Σ+
↑ Σ−↓
Λ

P↓ =
Σ−↑ Σ+

↓
Λ

(A5)

with

Λ = Σ−↑ Σ−↓ + Σ+
↑ Σ−↓ + Σ−↑ Σ+

↓ . (A6)
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Note that Λ changes non trivially under the exchange of
the leads’ temperatures. Such a behaviour results in a
change in the QD state distribution which leads to recti-
fication.

We have also calculated the master equation account-
ing for up to two electrons in the QD. When EC is two
order of magnitude larger than kBT we have proven that
the probability of occupation of the states with two elec-
trons is negligible.

The charge current entering the QD from the left lead
can be written as (−e is the electronic charge)

Ic = −eP0 [ΓLfL↑ + ΓLfL↓] +

+ eP↑ΓLf
−
L↑ + eP↓ΓLf

−
L↓,

(A7)

and becomes

Ic = −eΓLΓR
Λ

[
Σ−↓ (fL↑ − fR↑) + Σ−↑ (fL↓ − fR↓)

]
(A8)

after substituting the solutions of the master equation,
Eq. (A5). Similarly, the energy current takes the form

I = P0 [ε↑ΓLfL↑ + ε↓ΓLfL↓]

− P↑ΓLε↑f−L↑ − P↓ΓLε↓f−L↓,
(A9)

and becomes

I =
ΓLΓR

Λ

[
Σ−↓ ε↑ (fL↑ − fR↑) + Σ−↑ ε↓ (fL↓ − fR↓)

]
.

(A10)
Finally, from the definition of heat current

J = I − µL
(−e)I

c, (A11)

we have that heat and energy current coincide (J = I)
in both open- and closed-circuit setups, since Ic = 0 in
the first case, and µL = 0 in the second [62].

Appendix B: Cotunneling contributions for a single
QD with two states

We consider the QD in the weak coupling condition, so
that we can treat the tunnel HamiltonianHT in Eq. (4) as
a perturbation to the system. Therefore, we describe the
system through the eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian
H0 = HQD +HL +HR and calculate the transition rates
between two of such states using the generalized Fermi
golden rule

γif =
2π

~
|Aif |2δ(Ef − Ei), (B1)

where γif is the rate associated with the process that
starts from the initial state |i〉 with energy Ei, and ar-
rives in the final state |f〉 with energy Ef . Since the per-
turbation HT is time-independent, the delta function in
equation (B1) imposes the energy conservation between

the initial and final states Ei = Ef . Moreover, the am-
plitude Aif contains the perturbation term HT

Aif = 〈i|HT +HT
1

Ei −H0
HT + . . . |f〉, (B2)

which gives rise to a natural expansion in the powers of
HT. The first order describes the sequential tunneling
processes, while the second order describes the cotunnel-
ing processes [63, 64]. In this appendix we calculate the
transition amplitudes of the latter processes.

In a cotunneling process, the system evolves from an
initial state to a final one passing through a virtual state.
Since there can be more than one virtual state, the co-
tunneling processes can exhibit quantum interference.
The transition amplitude Aif that enters the generalized
Fermi golden rule can be written as

Aif =
∑
ν

〈f |HT|ν〉〈ν|HT|i〉
Ei − Eν + iη

, (B3)

where the sum is made over all the virtual states of the
system, and the parameter η goes to zero and is needed
to eliminate the divergences in the calculation of the
rates [65], see Appendix C. Such divergences are due to
the sequential tunneling processes. Indeed, the system
can evolve from the initial state to the final state also
through two consecutive sequential tunneling events. For
example, an electron of the left lead can tunnel sequen-
tially into the QD and, from there, it can tunnel sequen-
tially into the right lead. Such a process transfers an
electron from the left to the right one, but it is made of
two sequential tunneling events. When integrating over
all possible initial and final states, both the transition
rates that are given by the second-order Fermi golden
rule and the processes made of two consecutive sequen-
tial tunneling events contribute to the integral. However,
since we have already accounted for the sequential tun-
neling, we have to remove the contributions of the se-
quential tunneling events from the transition rates and
the currents of the cotunneling removing the divergences
of the integrals.

For every pair of initial and final states, we have to
calculate the transition rate of each given process and
the currents associated with it by multiplying the Fermi
golden rule rate by the Fermi distributions relevant to
the tunneling process. The Fermi distributions are nec-
essary to describe the probability of having the starting
electrons in the initial state and the final electron lev-
els empty so that they can be occupied by the incoming
electrons. Then, we obtain the total rates by summing
over all possible initial and final states.

We separate the cotunneling processes in two kinds:
the elastic processes, in which the energy of the QD does
not change between the initial and final state, and the
inelastic processes, which modify the QD energy. Thus,
the inelastic processes modify the state of the QD and
enter the master equation. Whereas, the elastic processes
do not. However, both elastic and inelastic processes
contribute to the transport of charge and heat.
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1. Cotunnelling rates: elastic processes

In this section we derive the cotunneling rates and the
currents for the various elastic processes. The elastic
processes do not change the energy of the QD, therefore
the initial and final states of the QD must be the same.
Since the QD can be occupied by either zero, one, or
two electrons, we separate the cotunneling contributions
according to the QD state. For each QD state, we find
the possible initial and final states and the correspond-
ing transition rate. Of course, we do not consider the
processes in which the initial and final states are in the
same lead because such processes do not contribute to the
transport of heat nor charge. In general, the cotunneling
rate for an electron to go from lead α to lead β, while
the QD is initially in the state “in”, can be calculated as

T
(in)
α→β =

2π

~

∫
Dα(E)Dβ(E)fα(E)f−β (E)|Aif |2dE,

(B4)
where Dα is the density of states of lead α and the Fermi
distribution fα describes the probability of finding an
occupied electronic state in the lead α, while f−β = 1−fβ
is the probability of finding an unoccupied state in the
lead β. Of course, the cotunneling rate for the opposite
process, i.e. for an electron to go from lead β to lead α,
is obtained by exchanging the leads indices in Eq. (B4).

On the other hand, to calculate a net current we have
to account for both the L→ R and the R→ L processes.
The net single-process charge current, from left to right,
can thus be written as

J in,c
σ = e

2π

~

∫
DL(E)DR(E)[fL(E)− fR(E)]|Aif |2dE,

(B5)
while the net single-process energy current, from left to
right, can be written as

J in,u
σ =

2π

~

∫
DL(E)DR(E)[fL(E)− fR(E)]|Aif |2EdE,

(B6)
where e is the electron charge and “in” refers to the state
of the QD (with spin σ).

In the following we list the expressions for the transi-
tion rates and the currents depending on the initial state
of the QD. We will use the superscript ij (with i, j = 0, 1)
to indicate that the QD is initially in the configuration
(in)=(i, j), i.e. there are i electrons in the level ↑ and
j electrons in the level ↓. Namely, when the QD is ini-
tially empty and in its intermediate state the level εσ is
occupied, see for example Fig. 14, we find

T 00
L→R,σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)f−R (E)

|E − εσ + iη|2 dE, (B7)

and

J 00,c/u
σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)− fR(E)

|E − εσ + iη|2 KdE, (B8)

Initial state Virtual state Final state

QD

ϵ↑

QD

ϵ↓

ϵ↑

QD

ϵ↓

ϵ↑

ϵ↓

FIG. 14: Diagram of the elastic cotunneling process L → R
with incoming electron with spin ↑ and QD initially in the
configuration (0, 0).

where K = −e for the charge current (superscript c) and
K = E for the energy current (superscript u). When
the QD is initially fully occupied and in the intermediate
state the level εσ is empty, we find

T 11
L→R,σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)f−R (E)

|εσ + EC − E + iη|2 dE, (B9)

and

J 11,c/u
σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)− fR(E)

|εσ + EC − E + iη|2KdE.
(B10)

When the QD is initially occupied by one electron with
spin up and in its intermediate state the level εσ is empty
we find

T 10
L→R,σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)f−R (E)

×
(

δσ↑
|εσ − E + iη|2 +

δσ↓
|E − εσ − EC + iη|2

)
dE,

(B11)

and

J 10,c/u
σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
[fL(E)− fR(E)]

×
(

δσ↑
|εσ − E + iη|2 +

δσ↓
|E − εσ − EC + iη|2

)
KdE.

(B12)

Finally, when the QD is initially occupied by one electron

Initial state Virtual state Final state
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ϵ↑

FIG. 15: Diagram of the elastic cotunneling process L → R
with incoming electron with spin ↑ and QD initially in the
configuration (0, 1).

with spin down and in its intermediate state the level εσ
is empty, see for example Fig 15, we find

T 01
L→R,σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)f−R (E)

×
(

δσ↓
|εσ − E + iη|2 +

δσ↑
|E − εσ − EC + iη|2

)
dE,

(B13)
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and

J 01,c/u
σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
[fL(E)− fR(E)]

×
(

δσ↓
|εσ − E + iη|2 +

δσ↑
|E − εσ − EC + iη|2

)
KdE.

(B14)

After removing the divergent part of the integrals of
Eqs. (B7), (B9), (B11) and (B13), see Appendix C for
the details, the transition rates of the cotunneling pro-
cesses can be negative. Despite this, the total transition
rate, which also accounts for two consecutive sequential
tunneling events, is always positive as it must be.

2. Cotunnelling rates: inelastic processes

In this section we derive the cotunneling rates and the
currents for the various inelastic processes. In an inelas-
tic process the state of the QD gets modified, so that the
energy of the QD changes. This can take place in two
different ways only, either by adding/removing two elec-
trons to the QD, or by removing an electron from one
level and adding one in the other level. In particular, the
change of states are

• (0, 0) −→ (1, 1), the QD is initially empty and,
through the inelastic process, becomes fully occu-
pied;

• (1, 1) −→ (0, 0), the QD is initially fully occupied
and, through the inelastic process, becomes empty;

• (1, 0) ←→ (0, 1), in both initial and final state the
QD has one electron inside, but the inelastic pro-
cess changes the occupied level.

Analogously to App. B 1, we can organize the different
processes on the basis of the initial state of the QD.

Initial state

Virtual state

Final state

QD

ϵ↓

ϵ↑

QD

ϵ↓

ϵ↑ QD

ϵ↓

ϵ↑

Virtual state

QD

ϵ↓

ϵ↑

FIG. 16: Diagram of the inelastic cotunneling process (0, 0)→
(1, 1) with both electrons coming from the left lead.

When the QD is initially empty, the only possible final
state is the one in which there are two electrons in the
QD, since cotunneling comprises two tunneling processes.

The two electrons can both come from the left lead (i),
or from the right lead (ii), or one from the left and one
from the right lead (iii). In case (i), there are two possible
intermediate states, depending on which level is occupied
first in the QD, as shown in Fig. 16. Imposing the energy
conservation between the initial and the final states, we
obtain the following cotunneling rate

T 00→11
LL =

~
2π

Γ2
L

∫
fL(E)fL(ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − ε↑ + iη
+

1

ε↑ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE. (B15)

Since the electrons involved in the process carry both
charge and energy out of the left lead, the current takes
the form

J 00→11,c/u
LL =

~
2π

Γ2
L

∫
fL(E)fL(ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − ε↑ + iη
+

1

ε↑ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2KdE,
(B16)

where K = −2e for the charge current (superscript c),
since both electrons that tunnel into the QD come from
the left lead, and K = ε↑+ε↓+EC for the energy current
(superscript u), which is the energy removed from the left
lead in the cotunneling process. Notice that K does not
depend on the integration variable, therefore the charge
and energy currents are proportional to each other. Case
(ii) is analogous to case (i) and we can calculate the co-
tunneling rate by exchanging the leads’ incides L → R
in Eq. (B15) obtaining

T 00→11
RR =

~
2π

Γ2
R

∫
fR(E)fR(ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − ε↑ + iη
+

1

ε↑ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE. (B17)

Note that there is no current associated to case (ii), since
neither electron tunnels from the left lead.

In case (iii) there are two possible initial states, de-
pending on whether the electron with spin up comes from
the left or right lead. For each initial state there are two
possible intermediate states, depending on whether the
electron occupying the QD comes from the left or the
right lead. Imposing the energy conservation between
the initial and the final states, we obtain the following
cotunneling rate

T 00→11
LR,σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)fR(ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − εσ + iη
+

1

εσ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE,
(B18)

which depends on the spin variable σ. The corresponding
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current leaving the left lead takes the form

J 00→11,c/u
LR,σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)fR(ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − εσ + iη
+

1

εσ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2KdE,
(B19)

where K = −e for the charge current (superscript c) and
K = E for the energy current (superscript u). Notice
that in this case charge and energy currents are not pro-
portional to each other since K = E cannot be taken out
of the integration.

Let us now consider the case where the QD is initially
occupied by two electrons. The inelastic cotunneling pro-
cesses, that move both electrons out of the QD, are the
inverse processes with respect to the one discussed above
(relative to the QD initially empty). Therefore, the ini-
tial and the final state of the processes which empty the
QD are, respectively, the final and the initial state of the
processes which fill the QD. Moreover, the intermediate
states are the same. Therefore, we obtain the following
expressions for the cotunneling rates

T 11→00
LL =

~
2π

Γ2
L

∫
f−L (E)f−L (ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − ε↑ + iη
+

1

ε↑ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE, (B20)

T 11→00
LR,σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
f−L (E)f−R (ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − εσ + iη
+

1

εσ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE,
(B21)

which is analogous to the transition rate of Eq. (B18),
and

T 11→00
RR =

~
2π

Γ2
L

∫
f−R (E)f−R (ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − ε↑ + iη
+

1

ε↑ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE. (B22)

For the currents flowing out of the left lead we obtain

J 11→00,c/u
LL =

~
2π

Γ2
L

∫
f−L (E)f−L (ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − ε↑ + iη
+

1

ε↑ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2KdE,
(B23)

where K = −2e for the charge current (superscript c) and
and K = ε↑+ ε↓+EC for the energy current (superscript
u),

J 11→00,c/u
LR,σ =

~
2π

ΓLΓR

∫
f−L (E)f−R (ε↑ + ε↓ + EC − E)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

E − εσ + iη
+

1

εσ + EC − E + iη

∣∣∣∣2KdE,
(B24)

where K = −e for the charge current (superscript c) and
K = E for the energy current (superscript u).

Finally, let us now consider the case where initially a
certain level of the QD is occupied by one electron. After
the inelastic processes, in the final state the QD will still
contain one electron, but in other level. When one of the
electron is initially in the left lead, there are two possible
initial states, one for each value of the spin. For each
initial state there are two final states: (i) the electron in
the QD tunnels into the right lead, so that both charge
and energy are transferred in the cotunneling process;
(ii) the electron in the QD tunnels into the left lead,
in which case only energy is transferred (the QD levels
have different energies). In case (i), see Fig. 17, there are
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FIG. 17: Diagram of the inelastic cotunneling process L→ R
with incoming electron withh spin ↑ and QD initially in (0, 1).

two possible intermediate states (QD fully occupied and
QD empty), depending on the order of the two tunneling
processes. We obtain the following cotunneling rates

TLσ̄→Rσ =
~

2π
ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)f−R (E + εσ̄ − εσ)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

εσ − E + iη
+

1

E − εσ − EC + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE. (B25)

These processes transfer both charge and energy, so that
the current flowing out of the left lead is given by

J c/uLσ̄→Rσ =
~

2π
ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)f−R (E + εσ̄ − εσ)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

εσ − E + iη
+

1

E − εσ − EC + iη

∣∣∣∣2KdE, (B26)

where K = −e for the charge current (superscript c) and
K = E for the energy current (superscript u).

Also in case (ii), see Fig. 18, there are two possible
intermediate states (QD fully occupied and QD empty),
depending on the order of the two tunneling processes.
We obtain the following cotunneling rates

TLσ̄→Lσ =
~

2π
Γ2
L

∫
fL(E)f−L (E + εσ̄ − εσ)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

εσ − E + iη
+

1

E − εσ − EC + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE. (B27)
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FIG. 18: Diagram of the inelastic cotunneling process L→ L
with incoming electron of spin ↑ and QD initially in (0, 1).

These processes transfer only energy, with a current flow-
ing out of the left lead given by

J uLσ̄→Lσ =
~

2π
ΓLΓR

∫
fL(E)f−L (E + εσ̄ − εσ)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

εσ − E + iη
+

1

E − εσ − EC + iη

∣∣∣∣2KdE, (B28)

where K = εσ − εσ̄.
When one of the electron is initially in the right lead,

analogous calculations lead to the following cotunneling
rates

TRσ̄→Lσ =
~

2π
ΓRΓL

∫
fR(E)f−L (E + εσ̄ − εσ)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

εσ − E + iη
+

1

E − εσ − EC + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE, (B29)

TRσ̄→Rσ =
~

2π
Γ2
R

∫
fR(E)f−R (E + εσ̄ − εσ)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

εσ − E + iη
+

1

E − εσ − EC + iη

∣∣∣∣2 dE, (B30)

and expressions of the current flowing out of the left lead
(only for the former processes, since the latter processes
do not produce any current in the left lead)

J c/uRσ̄→Lσ =
~

2π
ΓLΓR

∫
f−L (E)fR(E + εσ − εσ̄)

×
∣∣∣∣ 1

εσ̄ − E + iη
+

1

E − εσ̄ − EC + iη

∣∣∣∣2KdE, (B31)

where K = −e for the charge current (superscript c) and
K = E for the energy current (superscript u).

Finally we notice that, in the present case, cotunnel-
ing inelastic processes occur via two intermediate states
(contrary to elastic processes, which occur via a single
intermediate state), thus giving rise to quantum interfer-
ence effects.

3. Master equations and cotunnelling rates

When inelastic co-tunnelling processes are included,
the MEs need to be modified and can be written as fol-
lows

d

dt
P0 =

[
Σ−↑ P↑ + Σ−↓ P↓ − (Σ+

↑ + Σ+
↓ )P0

]
+ [ToutP2 − TinP0] ,

d

dt
P2 =

[
P↑Θ

+
↓ + P↓Θ

+
↑ − P2(Θ−↑ + Θ−↓ )

]
+ [P0Tin − P2Tout] ,

d

dt
P↑ =

[
P0Σ+

↑ + P2Θ−↓ − P↑(Σ−↑ + Θ+
↓ )
]

+
[
P↓T

01→10 − P↑T 10→01
]
,

(B32)

where

Tout = T 11→00
LL + T 11→00

LR,↑ + T 11→00
LR,↓ + T 11→00

RR (B33)

is the sum of the inelastic cotunneling transition rates
relative to the processes that empty the QD, and

Tin = T 00→11
LL + T 00→11

LR,↑ + T 00→11
LR,↓ + T 00→11

RR (B34)

is the sum of the inelastic cotunneling rates of the pro-
cesses that fill the QD. Similarly, T 01→10 and T 10→01

are defined as the sums of the inelastic cotunneling rates
that exchange the level in the QD which is occupied. In
Eqs. (B32), P0 represents the probability for the QD to
be unoccupied, P2 represents the probability for the QD
to be doubly occupied, while P↑ (P↓) is the probability
for the lower ε↑ (upper ε↓) level of the QD to be occupied.
Moreover, we have defined

Θ+
σ = ΓLfL(εσ + EC) + ΓRfR(εσ + EC) (B35)

and

Θ−σ = ΓLf
−
L (εσ + EC) + ΓRf

−
R (εσ + EC), (B36)

where Θ+
σ describes the total rate of the sequential pro-

cesses that move an electron with spin σ from the leads
to the QD that has already one electron inside, while
Θ−σ represents the inverse process, in which the electron
with spin σ tunnels from the doubly occupied QD to
the leads. Notice that, in Eqs. (B32), the first square
brackets contain the sequential tunneling contribution,
see Eq. (A1), whereas, the second square brackets refer
to the cotunneling corrections. The equation relative to
P↓ is obtained by exchanging the labels ↑ and ↓ in the
last line of Eqs. (B32).

In the four-terminal device, the MEs which allow to de-
termine the probabilities P0, P↑, P↓ and P2 in the sequen-
tial tunneling regime are formally equal to Eqs. (B32),
where we consider only the first square brackets in each
line. In this case, however, the quantities Θ±σ and Σ±σ are
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defined as follows

Θ+
↑ = ΓL1fL1(ε↑ + EC) + ΓL2fL2(ε↑ + EC),

Θ−↑ = ΓL1f
−
L1(ε↑ + EC) + ΓL2f

−
L2(ε↑ + EC),

Θ+
↓ = ΓR1fR1(ε↓ + EC) + ΓR2fR2(ε↓ + EC),

Θ−↓ = ΓR1f
−
R1(ε↓ + EC) + ΓR2f

−
R2(ε↓ + EC)

(B37)

and

Σ+
↑ = ΓL1fL1(ε↑) + ΓL2fL2(ε↑),

Σ−↑ = ΓL1f
−
L1(ε↑) + ΓL2f

−
L2(ε↑),

Σ+
↓ = ΓR1fR1(ε↓) + ΓR2fR2(ε↓),

Σ−↓ = ΓR1f
−
R1(ε↓) + ΓR2f

−
R2(ε↓)

(B38)

and the tunneling constants Γα are defined by Eq. (6),
with α = L1, L2, R1, R2.

4. Expressions for the currents

In the case of a QD with two levels one finds

Icseq = −eΓL
(
P0 [fL↑ + fL↓]− P2

[
F−L↑ + F−L↓

]
+

+P↑
[
FL↓ − f−L↑

]
+ P↓

[
FL↑ − f−L↓

])
,

(B39)

and

Iseq = P0ΓL[ε↑fL↑ + ε↓fL↓]−
− P2ΓL[(EC + ε↑)F

−
L↑ + (EC + ε↓)F

−
L↓]+

+ P↑ΓL[(EC + ε↓)FL↓ − ε↑f−L↑]+
+ P↓ΓL[(EC + ε↑)FL↑ − ε↓f−L↓],

(B40)

where FLσ = fL(εσ + EC) and F−Lσ = 1 − fL(εσ + EC).
Notice that Eqs. (B39) and (B40) reduce to Eqs. (A7)
and (A9), respectively, when EC diverges, thus causing
FLσ and P2 to vanish.

In Eq. (17) the cotunneling contributions contain the
sum of elastic and inelastic processes, namely

Iccot(∆T ) = Icel(∆T ) + Icin(∆T ), (B41)

and

Icot(∆T ) = Iel(∆T ) + Iin(∆T ). (B42)

The elastic components are given by

Icel =(J 00,c
↑ + J 00,c

↓ )P0 + (J 10,c
↑ + J 10,c

↓ )P↑+

(J 01,c
↑ + J 01,c

↓ )P↓ + (J 11,c
↑ + J 11,c

↓ )P2

(B43)

and

Iel =(J 00,u
↑ + J 00,u

↓ )P0 + (J 10,u
↑ + J 10,u

↓ )P↑+

+ (J 01,u
↑ + J 01,u

↓ )P↓ + (J 11,u
↑ + J 11,u

↓ )P2,
(B44)

while the inelastic components are

Icin = (J 00→11,c
LL + J 00→11,c

LR↑ + J 00→11,c
LR↓ )P0+

+ (J cL↓→R↑ − J cR↓→L↑)P↑ + (J cL↑→R↓ − J cR↑→L↓)P↓−
− (J 11→00,c

LL + J 11→00,c
LR↑ + J 11→00,c

LR↓ )P2

(B45)

and

Iin = (J 00→11,u
LL + J 00→11,u

LR↑ + J 00→11,u
LR↓ )P0+

+ (J uL↓→R↑ − J uR↓→L↑ + J uL↓→L↑)P↑+
+ (J uL↑→R↓ − J uR↑→L↓ + J uL↑→L↓)P↓−
− (J 11→00,u

LL + J 11→00,u
LR↑ + J 11→00,u

LR↓ )P2.

(B46)

Such probabilities are calculated through a ME which
also account for inelastic co-tunnelling processes (see
App. B 3). The elastic co-tunnelling single-process

currents (J ij,c/uσ ) appearing in Eqs. (B43) and (B44)
are defined in App. B 1, while the inelastic co-

tunnelling single-process currents (J
kk→ll,c/u
LL , J

kk→ll,c/u
LRσ

and J
c/u
L/Rσ̄→R/Lσ) appearing in Eqs. (B45) and (B46) are

defined in App. B 2. It is worth noticing that the elastic
cotunneling contributions to the heat current can give
rise to rectification, despite the fact that the quantities
J ij,uσ in Eq. (B44) depend (under an energy integration)
on the difference between the Fermi functions of the two
leads at the same energy. Indeed, the probabilities P0,
P2, P↑ and P↓ actually depend on the sign of the temper-
ature bias, in a more noticeable way for non-degenerate
levels.
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FIG. 19: Closed-circuit setup. Heat current contributions (in
units of k2BT

2/~) for the case of two non-degenerate levels as
functions of the average energy of the levels ε. All parameters
are the same used for Fig. 3, while ∆ε = 2kBT and EC =
20kBT .

Furthermore, we can identify each line of Eq. (B46)
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with the contribution to the energy current of the corre-
sponding change of QD state, namely

Iin = J00→11 + J10→01 + J01→10 + J11→00. (B47)

The contributions J00→11 and J11→00 are suppressed be-
cause the respective single-process currents and QD oc-
cupation probabilities decrease exponentially in different
energy regions. Indeed, for the process (0, 0) → (1, 1)
[(1, 1) → (0, 0)], the probability P0 (P2) decreases as
the electrons (holes) from the leads can occupy the QD
levels, just through sequential tunneling, when ε . 0
(ε & −EC). On the other hand, the single-process cur-
rents decreases as the leads electrons (holes) do not have
enough energy to overcome the charging energy EC when
ε & −EC/2 (ε . −EC/2). Instead, the cotunneling pro-
cesses (1, 0) ↔ (0, 1) are not much suppressed because
the combined energy of the involved electrons does not
have to overcome the charging energy EC . In Fig. 19
these inelastic cotunneling contributions to the heat cur-
rents are compared: (1, 0) ↔ (0, 1) and (0, 0) ↔ (1, 1)
contributions differ in order of magnitudes.

Appendix C: Renormalization of cotunneling
integrals

To calculate the transition rates and the currents of the
cotunneling processes, we have to integrate over all the
initial and final states. We note that all these integrals
diverge when η → 0, so we have to separate and remove
the divergent part from the rest. As shown below, such
divergent part is associated with the sequential tunneling
[65]. A generic integral is in the following form:

I =

∫ ∣∣∣∣ 1

E −A+ iη
+

1

E −B + iη

∣∣∣∣2 g(E)dE, (C1)

where A and B are some constant energies and g(E) is a
smooth function of E. Expanding the squared modulus,
we can separate the integral in three parts

I =

∫ [
1

(E −A)2 + η2
+

1

(E −B)2 + η2
+

+2<
(

1

(E −A+ iη)(E −B − iη)

)]
g(E)dE,

I = I1(A) + I1(B) + I2,

(C2)

where the integrals I1 contain the squared moduli of the
fractions, while the integral I2 contains the real part of
the product between the fractions.

Let’s see how to regularize the integral I1. Expand-
ing the squared modulus and changing the integration
variable, we obtain

I1(A) =

∫
g(E)

(E −A)2 + η2
dE =

∫
g(E +A)

E2 + η2
dE. (C3)

Then, we can sum and subtract the quantity g(A) at the
numerator of the integral, obtaining

I1(A) =

∫
g(A)

E2 + η2
dE +

∫
g(E +A)− g(A)

E2 + η2
dE. (C4)

The first integral can be calculated exactly and is pro-
portional to 1/η, namely

I1(A) = π
g(A)

η
+

∫
g(E +A)− g(A)

E2 + η2
dE. (C5)

The first term is divergent in the limit η → 0, so we re-
move it. Whereas the second term converges at vanishing
η. Then, the integral I1 is reduced to

I1(A)→
∫
g(E +A)− g(A)

E2
dE. (C6)

The integrand diverges at E = 0, so, we need to eliminate
this divergence to compute numerically the integrals. We
note that, changing the sign of the integration variable,
it yields∫

g(E +A)− g(A)

E2 + η2
dE =

∫
g(−E +A)− g(A)

E2 + η2
dE.

(C7)
Therefore, summing the integrals, we obtain

I1(A)→
∫
g(E +A) + g(−E +A)− 2g(A)

2E2
, (C8)

in which the integrand does not diverge at E = 0 and can
be computed numerically. We note that after we remove
the divergence proportional to 1/η, the sign of the inte-
gral I1(A) is no longer guaranteed to be positive. There-
fore, the transition rates of the cotunneling processes can
have negative values. However, the total transition rate
of the processes that move the system from the initial
state to the final state, namely the sequential tunneling
processes and the cotunneling processes, is always posi-
tive, as it is given by Eq. (C5).

Now, let’s regularize the integral I2. First, we expand
the real part of the product of the fractions, obtaining

I2 =

∫
2<
[

1

(E −A+ iη)(E −B − iη)

]
g(E)dE,

=

∫
2

(E −A)(E −B) + η2

[(E −A)(E −B) + η2]2 + η2(A−B)2
g(E)dE.

(C9)

In the limit η → 0, the term proportional to (E−A)(E−
B) becomes the principal values of the integral, while the
term proportional to η2 vanishes. Therefore, the integral
I2 is reduced to

I2 →
∫

2g(E)

(E −A)(E −B)
dE, (C10)

where the integral is performed on the principal value.
To compute the integral numerically, we can split the
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denominator in the following way:

1

(E −A)(E −B)
=

1

A−B

(
1

E −A −
1

E −B

)
.

(C11)
Then, we can split the integral and change variables to
move the singularity in E = 0, namely

I2 →
∫

2g(E +A)− 2g(E +B)

(A−B)E
dE. (C12)

Finally, we can change the integration variable from E
to −E and obtain a similar integral with opposite sign.
Summing these integrals together, we obtain

I2 →
∫ [

g(E +A)− g(−E +A)

(A−B)E
+

+
−g(E +B) + g(−E +B)

(A−B)E

]
dE,

(C13)

which is computable numerically because the integrand
has no divergences.

We remove the divergent part because it is generated
by the sequential processes. Indeed, in the term propor-
tional to 1/η there is energy conservation between the
initial, the intermediate, and the final state. Therefore,
the system can arrive in the final state through two se-
quential tunneling processes. Moreover, the imaginary
parameter iη is associated with the rate of leaving the
intermediate state [66]. Indeed, imaginary energies de-
scribe metastable states and decay processes. For in-
stance, suppose to initialize the system in a state |α〉,
which has energy E − iη. Then, after a time t, the state
has evolved into

|α〉t = e−i(E−iη)t/~|α〉, (C14)

and the probability of finding the system in the state
|α〉 becomes e−2ηt/~. In the same way, η is due to the
processes that move the system out of the state |α〉.

For example, let us consider a QD with two non-
degenerate levels of energies ε±∆ε/2 and let us calculate
the divergent part of the cotunneling processes that have
as the intermediate state the state in which the QD has
one electron of spin σ. Using the currents calculated
in section B 1, and considering the divergent part that
arises from Eq. (C5), we can calculate the divergent part
of the elastic cotunneling charge current that leaves the
left lead, namely

Iσela =
−e~
2η

ΓLΓR [P0(fLσ − fRσ) + P2(FLσ̄ − FRσ̄)] .

(C15)

Then, we obtain the divergence of the inelastic cotunnel-
ing processes using the currents calculated in section B 2,
namely

Iσine =
−e~
2η

Γ2
L

[
2P0fLσFLσ̄ − 2P2f

−
LσF

−
Lσ̄

]
+

+
−e~
2η

ΓLΓR [P0(fLσFRσ̄ + fRσFLσ̄)

− P2(f−LσF
−
Rσ̄ + f−RσF

−
Lσ̄)
]
.

(C16)

Summing together such currents, we get

Iσcot =
−e~
2η

ΓL
[
ΓRP0(fLσ − fRσ) + P0(fLσΘ+

σ̄+

+Σ+
σ FLσ̄) + ΓRP2(FLσ̄ − FRσ̄)− P2(f−LσΘ−σ̄ + Σ−σ F

−
Lσ̄)
]
.

(C17)

Now, we remember that the rate equation of the prob-
ability Pσ in the sequential tunneling regime is

d

dt
Pσ = −Pσ(Σ−σ + Θ+

σ̄ ) + P0Σ+
σ + P2Θ−σ̄ , (C18)

and the left charge current transferred by the processes
that enter such a rate equation is

Iσseq,L = −eΓL
[
P0fLσ + Pσ(FLσ̄ − f−Lσ)− P2F

−
Lσ̄

]
.

(C19)
In the stationary condition, the charge current becomes

Iσseq,L =
−eΓL

Θ+
σ̄ + Σ−σ

[
ΓRP0(fLσ − fRσ) + P0(fLσΘ+

σ̄+

+Σ+
σ FLσ̄) + ΓRP2(FLσ̄ − FRσ̄)− P2(f−LσΘ−σ̄ + Σ−σ F

−
Lσ̄)
]
.

(C20)

Comparing Eqs. (C17) and (C20), we can find that η
satisfies

η = ~
Θ+
σ̄ + Σ−σ

2
, (C21)

which is half the rate of the sequential tunneling processes
that move the QD out of the state with one electron
of spin σ. This state is the intermediate state of the
cotunneling processes considered.
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